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This report, whichi.aecompanie§ the volume published jimultaneoUsly

"Visits to 23 Villages Ito DeterMirie the Impact. of the Water Series'

Produced by the Out-of-School TV Department ", evaluates the reach.

and 'the, impact of 25 TV programs -on "water" and related issues, broad-

cast diiTring the period April 1975 to December 1975.

In this report we first 4aresent We 'relevance of the topic of

"-water" as theme for an adult education TV program series. Secondly,
-

we describe end analyze the development of the two series of ;broad-,. ,
casts,and one individtal broadcast. Thirdly, we explain tlie research

- .

design and meth oiogy which provided the data to make an p.ssessment.,

of_ the impact of tb,e7.TV programs in terms of awareness-, 'learning. and

behavior or action. The major cemelusions of the report are auMma,

,r#ed .b eIow:-

1. -The water programs reached consid.

fibm 3,560 to 31,200 spectators

ble 'audience 'varying

2. The interest _of the a'udience for the 'water programs -was gene7

rally high-. Some programs got even :very high- marks. But a

decline of interest over tiine,is also obsoryed.

On the baSis of available, data, which are A t completely
-0

representative Mr -all TV .schop. or ail TV. or. Evervtio

listening groups, we conclude that the programs reached the ,

vario)i.s ,socia.l groups and catekries in the villages
'

'ar

More



I ben than women, and more, younger than older people attendAhe

,b7oadciasts. It is very that literate people- are over-
.

represented among the/audience.. Thi.swould indicate that the

primary\ target group o± the programs : the rural, illiterate

mass, is not reached. 6,

-
. The water prOgraMs created awareness of prdhlems .related: to.

water and 'of solutions for the,issue of a safe water supPly.

It -1±-s certain that people 'acquired, new knowledge about health

,

"practices, and started implementing ihem, We also \found a

positivecorrelation between, better understanding of the prin-
..

ciples of a certain practice and Its actual' use.

A number of villages after watching one or several wate44rograms

1

started the process of well .coestruction. Few villages had a' I

wel:1 at the `end.',of the program series. Most of .,the villages we

know of, were -waiting for the tiechnicians to do he drilling.."/

The major obstacles to a real impact of the Water Series lie

[in the'lack of local organization, the lack of (access-.to)

material and organizationg. resources the labk of, cooperation I

di 4
I . I

of the adminisiratiire authorities, the lack of communication

. .support, and the strength of traditional customs and beliefs.
1

8. The effegtiveness of the TV for Everybody programsCould be

improved by systematically attacking and.t.destroyape these

obst,,acles. This could partly be achieved by a' close collabora

e. between the .Out-of-Scifool Education Project and -the extension,,

credit and technical, serviceS of
a

the lipnistries and ageneies

,.



vii

involved in rural development.-

C

In order to ex hanc the impact of the TV for Everybody progrAms

we recommend

that the.number of commulal actions

in the TV programs be limited;

- that the ministries agencies and private organizations

concerned by the issI.Ts dealt with by the out-of-school TV

programscooperate more actively and efficiently i4 their

advocated and proposed.

preparation and follow-up;.

that. the Out-of-School 'Education Department pr ote& actively
,

thescretionof local Tele!-Clubs as, a nucleus ofie'veloPment

oriented- actions.
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PART I. INTRODUCTION-

During the dry season in many villages of the Ivory Coast the

supply' of water becomes a big _problem, The small rivers and sources

which give valt1 during the rainy season dry up lmost completely. -

What remains are some holes with stagnant whitish murky water which

the women are dbliged-to take for want of better. Also, the lack of
.

water during the.dry.season l'orces.many peasants to abandon the

.watring'of their nursery plants which, consequently,' die burned by

the,heat.

These are just two problems the lack of .water is creating. There

aremany others which are more or lesS serous, depending oh the season

and the region of the country:

Womerlikst walk miles for their water Chores.

Many (often dangerous) \-ases are caused or
. l

1

taminated water. .

Supplementary expenses 'are made when the 4ilIagers, for-want

of bettpr, buy waterfroM:water. vendors:

Quarrels between husband and wife develop, when the latter, to

carried by son-
.

tired by the water chores, does not take good care of the fields

find---the house-hold.

.The 'rural exodus of the youth increases because they are

aloged by the material

village life.

physical diffigkaties of thl

Water is.notoro:Ily eSsentialforhuman beingsOt is ssIso iraispen7

Sable for the growth of the erbps and the animals." Without water

)

, A
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people, plantS and animals die. 'Without safe, non polluted water

animals and human beings become ill. 'The lack of drinking water or the

obstacles to an efficient and conventient supply of drinking water

hinders a steady and smooth development and growth of the village, and.

thercountry. The, peasant weakened by diseases carried by the contaminate

water hole, A less able to work efficiently and productively, plants

in the nursery or on the fields gilesS well and provide a lower than

optimal.production, cattle with intestinal diseases -will be less efficieni

for animal traction, and their meat mill be less apt for human consumptio

It is clear that the supply of-safe water is of primordial importance
e

for the economic ass as social development of the country. This-is

realized by the X vorian GoVermaent which has starteda massive program

. \t, forequipping the co try with more than 7000 drinking water sources
..,.

cC

(well.drillings and pumps) between 1975 and 1980: thePrograMme

d'HydrauliqUe Lain (in literal traLlation: Program of Human Hydrau.-

lies) (1).

>.
14

In 1974 it was'foreseen that by 1980 each village with more than

/100).nhabitantsvould have a. water supply for every 600 individuals.

rt

This'plan requires an investment .of a little less than 38 billion:

CFA. Francs (US $160 million).

I

(1) Ivory Coast does not.stand alone'in its concern .for,a safe rural .

bwater,supply as is demonstrated by a recently published document
Of the Wox'ld Bank.
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The procedure of obtaining a well is,as follows: The Autonomou

Hydraulic Service,of the MiniStry of Planning asks the Sous-Prfets

,

to draw up a list of villages in their department which need a modern

will. After reZeption.of these lists the Service plans a well 'drilling

program Ter region taki g into account the available equipment and the

number of villages tha have paid their contribution. -Each-village is

requirddQo contribute 150,000 CFA Francs (US ,$600) (2) while the Gomel*net

pays the-remaining 90 percent or so of the diAling costs. It also payh.

'

for the. reintenance of the'wells and the pumps. All the village contri-

butions are deposited into the National Hydraulic Fund which obtains, the

rest of its budget through contributions of the Regional Funds for Rural

Development (FRAR), of the National Lottery, and in Articular through a

special-tax of one CFA Franc per cubic meter of water Consumed in the

urban areas.

Parallel, to the well, construction program, it was decided that a .7

massive informativn and education campaign -under/the auspices of the

National Office of Rural Promotion (ONPR)(3)- on hygienic' and sanitary
.

measures and the use of drinking water v4.1d be organized.-- The basic

147 \

idea of the-camlaign is, to have the population at large'Understand how to

protect their new wells against pollution and'how to obtain and use,clean

I

4

In case a normal drilling does not
profound drilling is. required, the
to 200,000 CFA Francs (US $800).,

See Appendix A, with_ & list Ofthe.
used in the text.

11

strike water and thusa,more
village contribution is raised

acronymptandnon-English terms
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. drinking water. The.objectiv of-the. campaign is to change certain
..- .

habit6 and attitudes Which prevent the peasants from benefiting fully
. .

from the advantages of the new equipment.

'he TV programs with which we will deal in this repoit are just one.

(and not the most important) element of the first phase (1975-1977) of,

this campaign called the Programme d'Education en. Hygiene Sociale pour,

l'Emploi de l'Eau,Potable (Educational Prograx for Social Hygiene and

the'Use of Drinking Water). \-During this phdse the contents and the

methods to be used are tested out in a limited geographical area (7-Sous-I

Prefectures in the North, the Center and the East),. In the second phase I

(1977-1980) the program will be consolidated and extended to other regions

It is clear that this educational program could not start immediatel4

with instructions for protecting the well because the majority of the

villages do not. have a well yet .(until May 1976 about 400 of the projected!

'7000 wells had been completed)and'are completely dependent on'the water -1
° hole or the spring for their water supply. MoreOver, many basic-notions

about water andAts'use areAaot common:knowledge for the population.

Therefote, it seemed necessary to start. the educational program by eXpIL-
_

ning the principles of the water cycle, the dangers. .of, polluted

and the mechanisms.bywhich water becomes contaminated and transmits
.

diseases.. A...second step-,vould7shaw the' means byAhich,..healthie Water'.

can be obtained (improvement. oi.-witter sources, boilingiNater, Water,

filtering), and how water pollution cad be'prev&Ited. Several solutions

for having dridking water (water filter, cistern, well,:pumps) would bel,
\' 4 '

presented and discussed in the third phase..

At the end of 1910-R1e ONPR started the first'phase of the program

which is based onthe active participation of the peasants. The .Villagers]

[
12.
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among themselves designate one or two persons.' to participate in a training'

vorkshopifor:local animatorsvt1 These peasant-animators transmit the

information acquired during the seminar to the others. They will help .

the village community to discuss its health problems, and to take decision..

for indiVidualarid,collective 'action for improving'the sanitary situAion

of the ,village -.
..

.
°I

The ONPR plans to provide support material for the animation and the

sensitization(5) action described above: pedagogical leaflets, picture
. _

.

,
.

books,'flannel boards, and slide shows; and it wants to ma're use, of. local

:language radi,o programs And national TV programs fOr informing the

population at large of the existence of the program. and for supporting

the field activities..

With respect to thelnodia support-in June 1974,- the:ONPR-Made a

. .

reqUe't to the Department of Out-of-school Education of the National ETV

Project for the production of 6 TV programs on the various aspects of

water to be broadcast especially to the rural adult population. In order..

to cover many more aspects of water, the Out -of- School Education Departmen-r,

proposed to produce and broadcatt a teries of about 20 programs, to be

prepared in collaboration with the ONPR and other agencies.

In October 1974 a work group for the Water Project, as it was called,

(4) animators (French: animateurs) are local people who organize,
stimulate and coordinate local development activities.

(5) Animation (French: animation) consists of organizing and stimulating
local development ativitiet. Sensitization (French: sensibilisation:
'consists of creating awqreness of certain problems and possible

solutions.
004: 6
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was created to prepare the contents and the programming ofthisseriet

of 30 minute TV-pragrams It prdpbsed an initial list of 18.programa

of which finally 13 were proguced and broadcast.. The 94.rst. TV for .

Everybody program of the so-called Water Series was transmitted on,

'April 9, 1975, and the last program of this series on June 6, 1975.

Already in the conception and the production stage of the first

Water Series dealing with "the basic problems of water /and the basic

,.

yrinciples of water pollution, there was thought and,discussion about
,

a possible second series which would emphasize the relationship between

contaminated water and diseases. The second series was scheduled fin. thel

firO quarter of the 1975-1976 school year. Its:first broadcast (a rerun

of the most :successful filM of the firat series), was transmitted On

October 22, 1975, while the last-water program. was shown on December 10,

1975. Altogether in theye4r1975, 24 programs concerning "water" were

broadcast.; Adding one other water r-prduam Why a Weal..?, ahOwn on

November 20, 1974, to this list. of 24, there were a total of 25 TV for

Everybody programs dealing with water and its problems during. the first

. (6)
.

two operational years Of.the Ivorian Out-of-School Television
.

IThese 25 programs will be the object of the present rep7t. wring

the school years 1974-1975 and 197571976,the Evaluation.Service of the.

Ivorian ETV-Project (on behalf of the Academy for Educatignal Development,

Inc. Under contract with the United States Agency. for Iriternational
f

(6) See Appendix B for a complete list of the 25 programs and their
objectives.



Development and With-assistance from the Institute for Communication

Research of Stanford University) undertook several studies to measure

the impact of these programs. As a matter.offact only the/third,study

reported'herein (see Section 11.3) was carried out under the USAID-Ivory

i-
,

. Coast Government agreement signed in.May 1975. The first two studies

had already been undertaken beforOthe signing of this ,agreement This

explains the limited resources which were available for them. The

methodology of theNstudies and their results will b reported here%

4

r.



PART II. RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

Theliesearch.Objective

The EvaluatiOn'Service became involved in the Preparation of the

1.1ist Water Series.rightfroM the'beginning in October 1.9t4. At that

-
.

.moment a work group Was:set Up the members. f which were. epresentatives

of. all the Ministri,.and Government agencies interested in questions

directly or indireetly.related to water and its'problems (sec Appendix C f,L

acompl list of the participants) : The oNective of te. work group)(

was to prepare the programming oC a series of about 20 Programs' aimed at:

. . . ...,
_.

. 'making the out -of- school a dience aware of the: water problets .

.
in their. own region as'well.aa-elseWbere;

,

_ . .....

providing knowledge of some basic scientific.Concepts and.facts
;"

for understanding' the relationship between contamlnated water
ir

and diseases (microbes);

giving-elements. of a solUtion. for a safer Watercsupply and. inc.i-

ting to action.

-During our paiticipation in the work group we had interviews with

its most irpOrtit members, like.: the ONPR, the INSP and the CNAD(7),

and'discussed with them the...kays in whicp a possible evaluation study-,
'

of the series, could be undertaken.

It was thought 'that a series with rather, specific objectives would

.

lend ,itself to a field study- of its impact. The classic model for such

7( ) See Appendix.A.



a study is the true or quasi:experimental, using baseline data,

varying the,experintal factor (the at01' lholding constant other

it possibleintervening variables, and using a 1,nohtrol. group. Howeer,-the
7

realities`of the Ivory Coast and,the realities of the ETV sYstem,did.not

allow us to:aim for such a 'design. First of there was a severe

limitatidn on the material and' financial inbutstkor such an enterprise..

Secondly it was'almost%impossible to isolate a control group which mould./

`,not be expoS'ed to the TV-'programs Despite all the inherent limitations

of a one-grouo-onlY,study, it was decided that we go ahedd wi'th a three

phase research: a pre-survey a post-survey and a survey in betwe6n the

two The pre-survey vas ,to be, done before the beginningNcir the first

Water Series, the second surve r dUring the series and the post-survey

aftei the series..

The mnin research objective was to find out whether improvements

in the water situation of a village (on the individual as well on the

communal Avel) dccurred as a consequence of matching the TV for Everybody

programs and f the discussionsIthereafter in the listening groups.
-

,The Observer Network
.

How shbuld the baseline data and the .chahge measures be collected?

In the study,,on the Out-of-School Television in Four Villages($) the

4

(8) Stephen Grant: "Out-of-School Television *in Four Villages., A Repottl
on the, First Experiment in Adult.TV Education in Ivory Coast, 1973-e
1974". Abidjan: ,Service d'Evaluation, 1974,2_,

1 7
'.



7had
,

creation.of an-Observer Network had been proposed _which would operpte in

4' t

a representative sample o villages or listening groups in the.whole.
.. .,-

.

country. This idea was followed up and in-Dbcember 1974%;e started orga-
)i

.,4 .

nizing the system.
,

First of al4. we -selected a list of the most aotgve .
,.. , .

. -
.

__.

and motivated animators, villages and listening centers, b4sed on the ./1)

.4
.

. .

feedback datarof the. first five broadcasts of the 1974-1975 TV for Even
7.

-..

season. Fifty -six 'Villages were selected on the basis- of the ,puherof

feedback forms returned the number of visitors per Center, and a repre,

entative geographical spTead over the country. We asked the animators

in these 564'villages to designatelan observer (a literate adult).

. :

two months,40 observers had been designated, 26.6f WhOm...Were teaehers;

,

,- It is clear that the'Sample of 56 villages and_the:list of. 4o-
/

Observers were not'cOmpleteiY,I Arepresentative-kor all the villages-th
..

A.
*

.., TV schodtsin-the coUntry(9). 'At the moment oe saMpling we had only_

limited feedback data on 229 villages Out.pf a'otal'of 1110'TV school

villages:. IHOi4ever as can be seen in:Table.1 there was wilecorrespondellcc

between .the geographic1 distribution of the sample and the-final list;.

.

of observers on the one hand.. and the sampling population- and the

school villages on the other;-

) See Appendix D for a map of Ivory Coast and the location of the

Observer villages..

18
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Tabe 1: iGeographicar distribution. Of,
`TV

schools., .feedback

. . .
.

4

#

! and.designated.observers-

> .

Reg.io*al Education.
'"Directorate

-1)rimark
Inspectorates of
Abidjan. and t

Bingerialle)

BOUAKE
(excl.: Primary ,

Inspectorate of,
the town of Bouake)

DALOA

Number of
.V Schools

, ,

-NdmberlkC..

FeedbaNc
Villages

:81' 35%

'KORHOGO

-TOTAL

1

In Appendix Ewe-li t all the 40 villages -participating in the

observer network indicating whether the observers sent back their three.

qdestionnaires and whether they were visited by, the Evaluation Service
4-

either in,1974'-1Y75 or in-197571976k

J

184

9

41%

Village
Sample Observers

Designated

18

17% 47' 21% .7 13%

5% 7 3% 5 9%
-r

1110: 1 0 0 % 229. 10 0 % 56 1 0 0'4

r

It was our purpose that the 40 observers observe closely the ani-

mtytiOnTr9cesibefore,:during and after the TV for Everybody broadcasts;

that they make an inventory of the socio-economic and cultural infra-

'structure 'Of' the tillage in order to relate this to the.outcome of -the

animation, and that they follow carefully decisons and actions taken by

the listening in.order to assess the impact of the TV programs.

It goes. without saying that such a program, is 'rather ambitious, 5.n,d it
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,

"'!"1 1)
becomes eiren more utopian considering :the conditionsunder which'we-ilad

vork, There was no mpney, to organize aArairiing sAinix:for-the''

observers. .4 basictraining its some mpthp6lOgioal principle.s and in. some'

research technic 92s could. t,hgs Apt be veh. There was only one4u11-time

person. working. on this project, and he s.,unable to visit the 40 Villages

scatteredover the whole country.. The only'way toiensui.e somewhat the

reliability of the observaions was to provide them With an exha tive
--

4
i ,

desciipt4.on of the steps tq be followed during the survey, _and to create

a rather Simple observation instrument..

J

Data Sources

3.1. In February 1975 we sent off the firstoquesaohnaire which was, to

provide the baseline ata: the socio-economic characteristics of the

village, the nuMber.and types of crops and other agricultural resources,

the water situation (water holes, springs, rivers, wells, rmining water),
. .

water-i4elated diseases and preventive' measure. After two months of

waiting (the-postal system in the'Ivory Coast works slowly: letters need

sortimes three Wbeks to arrive at their destination) we had received

back 37 completed questionnaires: a return rate of 93%, which is extre-

mely,high for this type of survey.
.

3.2. In April 197 right after the start of the fit Water Series,
f

we sent out a second' estionnaire to the 40 'observers. - Twenty-one of

them returned it (53%), but only after we had sent'them a reminder.

In compariSoWwith the. first survey, this low return rate could be:explai7



ned by varioUS reasons.' ;I the first place the morregs:ot May and June.
. r.

are not the best months to c nduct'a survey which depends on the c.oqri- .
.

-r
7butions and the collaboration of schoolteachers. Itl is the end 'of the

schooi year and the teachers are Occupied by final exams of.the pdpils
. . .

on-the one hand, ana many of\them.are-iitting in on professional-exams/I

tliemselves. TherefOre many oT the observeks did not have th time,to

complete thecuestionn re which required somewlhat more efiort-than thethe -._ - .

first one In the second place Fe knbw from thrreactions of the
. s

animators of the out-of-school discus'Sion,groups during the last quarter

.

of the 1974-1975 year that their initial motivation had withered vow
.

-

.er

because the expected payment for their voluntary services did..not

.

materialize. It is quite piobable that the declining motivation of the

animators had an' effect on the willingness of the dbservers to fill out

the .farms we had sent.

The, objective of the second survey was to know something more'about(

the reasons why or why not thevillagers bome.and watch TV for Everybody,

to e, have a cleareidea of the procedures through which the audience is
I

.) A

ecruited, and to make an inventory of the composition.of the audience. I

i.Elsewhere is reported on the motivations of the audience and the

notifying and,recruitment procedures. These will be discussed from anothk

,perspeCtive in the forthcoMing report on the "nnimation process" (11)..

(10 ). Anthony Kaye and Frans Lenglet: "A Report on Out-of-School Televisioi
in the Ivory Coast before and during its First Operational Year,
1974-1975") Abidjan: Service d'Evaluation, 1075. 4

Stephen Giant : Op. cit . .
.

11) Annie Benveniste: "Out7of-School Animation in Four Ivorian Villages
Stanford: Inst. for Communication Research ,(Forthcoming).

21 .



.}resent the fi s of the audience composition in. Tart III

,0e;* the.liSlining,patters octhe two WaterSeries and, the Why ayell?
,

r
progxam.

,

yr.

3.3.- In .the original researCh schedule we had foreseen the post-survey

-to be conducted immediately after the first yaterZerles. But.in 'the
,

meantime the programming of this series got delayed so that the last A
v,

program of the series .was only broadcastrin the beginning of June 1975._.

This was:not the t9t)Solioitthe-collporation.of the-animators oi. the.

Observers Beside, Was. airead,i4ecidedr:thai a.'SeCond series on irater
.

Q.

and AiSeases was to =be scheduled for the first term of .the followingsehobl'

year. Therefore, it seemed much wiser to delay the postLquestiOnnaire
.

.until :the. end of the secorid.Watei-SerieS.. ,The two series were built

each-other. The, second one assumed having been expoSed and having ,under-

stood the lessons,Of the first one And a possible iMpactOfthe.tirst
-

series would be much -more likely toShOw upafter five to eight tonths.

instead of one to three months. There was an additional reason'fOr

poning the third survey. A. two and a half year contract between USAID
-

and, the Ivory Coast Government for the evaluation of the ETV System was,.-

signed, in may 1975 which provided additional manpower (one expatriate

and three Ivorian researchers) and financial and material research

support to be.,available* at the beginning of the 1975 -1976 school' year..

The low return rate of the second questionnaire and some doubt about
, .

the- reliability of the data furriishe'so fax by the observers a4dd their,

animators-colleagueS induced the decision -CO do a mail survey, like the

twq previous studies as well as to undertake site, visits. The mail

22
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survey consi'st'ed of.three parts: 'pne,partdeStined.for the bbserveri

animator (at*.this-:moment, November.1975', many teachers had Changed schOoll

'ilvillages, and we.didlnot know,yery Well:Who of the the animator

or theobserver, would be available to complete the questionnaire and

do:some'initer*iewing)askneabout the translation of the French sound. :I
.

track,, the attendance of,, villagers at the water i.rogtamS, the ChangeS.iiL

-anthe..ater situation- the probie4of the village d.village; the obstaer

.- for following up the lesSons of. the programs.. A second part askedthe',.
. _

.
.

i

observer to draw.up-ajist of all the persons who attended 4 TV-for%Everyi

sessionduring a particular evening asking their names, their sex, I

the r profession, their ethnic affiliation, their religion,,whether they

understood French, whether they had children in theprikary school, and,f
-

how many out-of-school TV programs they had seen during a certain period.,

.

.These:were the same questions we had askedin-the second. survey, and they

were meant to provide aconfirmationof the data of May 1975. In a thir

-part of the survey we asked the observer to administer five individual

questionnaires to five re u1ar TV for Everybody viewers in order to test ,

their knoWledge of certain of-the lesSons shown On/17,.'and to find out

1Whether these'.persOns,had adopted and apPliedany.ofthe iractices ; I

-
proposed in the 'series

The:third questionnaire Wasent off in November'1975. The return (1c14 .

(12) As we noted, the unwillingness of the animator or observer to make
the effort of'compieting and returning the questionnaire is very
likely to be the major explanation for the Low return. This hyPothe
is confirmed by the fact that of the 23 animators/observers _visited_ ,

personal°visit
in November and DecemlFr 1975,'only'16 returned their third survey
material; while seven did not do this even after our
during which we insisted on the importance of having the questionnaire
completed and sent back'
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ough higher than that of the second one,. was still muchlower than./
the return Of the first surYty- 60.percent.versus 53 ancl 93 'respectively.

Parallel to the third survey we visited 23 oUt of the 40 observer

villages at the end of 1975 in order toobtain addition4l inf4rmaiite°

a
on the animation process and the effects of'the-TV programs from the (

animator, and in order to have group interviews with a group of regular.

TV for Ever body viewers. The results of-these interviews are reported,

.elsevthere( 3)

3.4. In addition to the studies of the Water Series We did some smaller

studieswhich could.shed light upon the impact of the TV programs, and

the actions and obstacles to actions following'a TV program on water.:

In collaboration with the.CNAD thelEvaluation:Service.prepared a report
,

.
. .

.
. .

baSed on the feedbadk figures for the Why a. Well? program.of November

1974.." This was followed by a follow7up:study'among those listening greuPs

that immediately--after the program had taken the decision to do something

about the water situation' in their village ). In OctOber 1975, me

conducted a second follow-up study among.all the listening groups, of the
.

original' feedback group ito know whether their initial decision had resulte:

in some concrete action.:or what the problems encOunteredwere, and. toiknoW'

.whether those groups that had not taken decision immediately after the

program had taken one a year'later,:and.Why they had taken it or not

.

(13) Stephen Grant and Seya Pierre:.."Visits to 23 Villages" to 'Determine
the Impact of the Water Series Produced 'by the Out-of-School TV
Department". Abidjan: Serviced'Evkuation, 1976.

(14) CNAD and Evaluation Service: "Rapport sur l'Emission "Pourquoi un
Puits?", and "Ddpouillement de l'Enquate de Follow-Up sur,1'6mission
"Pourquoi un,Puits?", Abidjan, 1975 %,
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.last tource,Ofdata are the. feedback figureS. The feedbaCk'-

system was set up in 1974-197 and7lwas expanded and'idprOved in 1975-19761

In 1974-1975 all schools with volunteering animators participated in.the

. feedback system,jn'1975-1976.a representative sample of animators was

,taken(15).

Note on Reli oility

.

We have)some doubt. about the reliability of the observers' .a.nswers

and in thils section we give some examples where more scientific rigbr

required in. future studies: For example, in the first questionnaire we [
.

: asked the observers_to:deseribethe material .infrastructure of the village

1
..

'(dispensary; electricity, public:wells, etc.), ,The correctness of these 1

answers is relatively easy to check.by compaiing them with our own
. ,

. , ., .

observations during-the villake Visits, and, the Census data of the

Ministry of Planning. These Comparisons reveal that in many cases the

number of inhabitants and the,nUMber,Of wells are overstated. If:indeed

rather,Simple.factual'questions.do not receive reliable answers, the

More so for qUestionS Which .allow the Observer to give his.own Opinion.

A

The issue of reliability plays once more in case of the audience

codpbsition data collected by the Observer during the second and the, third

surveys. During a particular TV for Everybody piogram he was supposed

to draw up-a list with names and certain characteristics of the listening'

,.group members of that eveningd. ' First, it must have been virtually

1 .

1-

05 see alto,: liudiger
t,

Fritz: le Public Atteint par T414 pour Tous".
Abidjan: EvaluationService, 1976.. . I

,, f. .. J

' A ,
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y
impossible for one person to complete these formt during one'llograd.

,session given the fact that the average number of speetators.is'about

50 to 60 persons.' Therefore, many observers made their "census" dUring

. .

the program as well .as on the after the .program. And it .is certain

that they not only wrote dorm' the names of_the.spectators-,offthat partitul:
. -

,evening but ,also the.names of Other.,(regular?),sieetatort.: Thus the,

total number of spectatOrd-teborted by the Observers is certainly infl,ated,
.. ..

.,, ..
.

Caution ust'also be taken when interpreting the answers on'questiOns
. _

. .

.. :, .

about the animation proCess itself, andthe'interest..and the understanding
,

of.the litteriing.grouP. In many cases ansWers.pertainin&tO these issues
, or.

imply.almost automatically an evalUation,of.the tiork.4 the animator

himself. Because the observer in most`' cases is a teacher-colleague of
.

.

the animator, a more positive picture than the actual reality-is quite

' )
likely tole' given.

Finally,:wemustbe careful in interpreting the answers of listening`

.

group members to-a questionnaire administered:by the obserVer or aftimator::

There are many variabiet:whivh could affect the final,reply, and Which

threatewitsvalidityandreliability. Invalidity occurs when the res-

pondent does not understand the question in the same way as it is original-.,

formulated (in French) because the translation by the interviewer ar.

.interpreter is not perfect. The dame is true for-the opposite situation.

The translated reply the interviewer receives and writes down may be

0

removed from the origiial answer given by the respondent, Unreliability

is produced when the interviewer'who was never trainerrin interview

:techniques and probably has a_limited 'notion of research methodsand

suggests,an answer by the way he asking or reformulatingcondi,tions,
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the question. Worse willbe the situation where the interviewer (or'

interpreter for that matter) makes his own interpretation of the answers
.

of the respomient or even invents the replies. The training of 30 out-

of-school animators and 10 Pedagogical Advisors as interviewers during

a 5-day seminar in Bouake in April 1976 was a step to carry out field

surveys more, scientifically.

5 Some 'Village Characteristics'

In the .first questionnaire we asked the 40 observers to provide

cs

information on the economic, social-and agricultural'infrastructure of [

the village. We were in the fortunate position to compare this informaticv

with data of the Ministry of Planning ONPR FRAR, DATAR)rwhich are basel

on 1965 administrative census figures. (The population figures are based
o

on the first national,demographic\census of MarCh.1975)(15a). In Table g

we give some Of the basic characteristics of:38 out of the:40 observer

villages.

Some. explanation of the items in tfie table -ls nedessarY:-.at.the'top I.

of the page we see that 21 villages are so-called Center Villages.

Villages are those villages which have been designated by the Government

to, be the nucleus around which the development.of the rural aVeas must

take place. These villages will be the first to. be equipped with elec-

tricity, running water dispensaries. and .all kinds of other social servicI _

(15a) Only in September 1976 we could dispose
A
9f,the 1975 census figures

concerning the-tale and female population of all villages and towns
. Comparison with previous figures (1965 adMinistrative.census)
and th9eestimates made by Vele observers reveal that our sample
included too many "large" towns.

2.7
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which are to be used by the inhabitants of the Center Village itself

as well, as by the people of the, neighboring villages. -(In our'table

the 21 Center Villages also include 4 AVB villages; villages that were

moved and rebuilt before the Kossou Lake was formed which coverst the

old village sites). We also notice that the majority of the observer

willages-are; rather Small. On the one hand this is a correct represen-
-

tation of the Ivorian reality whgre there are more than 8000 hamlets and

little villages'(less than 2000 inhabitants). On the other hand it is

an artifact due to our sampling,procedure. We excluded, deliberately;

:large towns. The inclusion of,two towns of 8000 - 9000 and of 13000_-

14000 inhabitants is accidental. At,the start of our research we were

not very familiar with the field, and therefore did not'know their size

In ordeer to get an overall characterization of the 37 villages we

,computed a "moIrnity" score baSed.on the presence or absence of 18
--

15v

indicator's of "modeVnitY% such as.a inaternity, a dispensary, a social

center, electricity, post offiCe, a chain store (PAC. or'AVION),.a. garage,

a youth center, stone hOuSes:, latrineSi etc. We.found that23 villages

were' LOW on this, scale, 9 MEDIUM and. only 5 HIGH.

"Modernity" is certainly not a sufficient indicator of the extent

to which/the village and its population have surpassed their "traditional"

(relative) isolatiod from the surrounding world. What is certain is that

theadvent of the colonial conquerors, and with them the arrival of the

money (exchange), economy has Iirofoundly influenced the way in which

the socio- economic structure of the village functions. Villages to

a large extent, were self-sufficient in,ternps of-food, clothing and

4.
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Table 2: Some basic village characteristics (38 villages)

Center Village. 21.

Non-Center Village. 17

1-1000-inhabitants 7
1001-.2000 inhabitants 17
2001- 3000 inhabitants 7
3001-'4000 inhabitants 3
4001- 5000 inhabitants 1 Economic contact with the

Modernity score

High (13-18 points) 5
Medium (7-12 points ) 9
Low (1-6 points) .23

8001- 9000,inhabitants 1 outside world:
13001-14000 inhabitants 1 '1

High
One school 33 Medium
Two-schools 3 Low
Four schools 2,

Re-zoning

Health Center.

37

18
'13.

18
37,

YES NO

19 19

13 25

13 "25

12

11 27

Equipped Water Source.
,

Extension'Agents PreSent

Cooperative

Chain- StOre
(PAC or ANION)

Electricity

Maternity 5

30.

32

33

Running Water:
.(faucet or pump) 4 34

Cultura1oenter 2 36

Post and Telephone Office. 2 -.36

* See p. 69 for. explanation:.`

2.9



tools in the past. The colonial times, and certainly the time after

Independence have greatly altered this situation. Villages may not be

very modern in terms Of their housing and availaiie social Services.

They may, however have many contacts with theoutside world,. This is

a necessary condition if this outside world (i.e. the Government,, the

commercial companies; etc.) wants to influence or modify the way o1 living

Of the rural masses. In order to measure this relationship to the. out-

side world we compared .the answers to twq questions. On the one hand

we asked the observer what kind of agricultural' crops were cultivated

by the villagers. Onthe other hand we asked him what-kind of cropS were

sold outside the village.. Without surprise, we found that.thenumber of

crops sold outside the village was smaller than the number, of crops

cultivated. Secondly we' found that coffee, cocoa, palmoil seeds,

bananas coconuts, ananas, yams cassave, rice, 'cotton and corn are,

almost automatically sold outside the village. however, coffee and cocoa

are always sold outside the village, while the other drops mentioned are

sometimes sold butside the village and sometimes kept in' the village

'itself, and then there are a number of smaller crops (onions, peppers,

peanuts) that are mainly cultivated for the own village needs. It is

clear that coffee and cocoa and to a' lesser extent, pa. oil seeds, banana:

-4

:coconuts and ananas are destined fOr'industrial-proceSSIng.and export,

the other cropS are for domestic and local consumption.::

We computed for each'village the ratio between the number of crops

cultivated and sold outside the village. This ratio gives some indication
.

of the' extent to which the village economy is related to the "Outside"'

world. It certainly does not descffbe.fully the )-(i4b.ge.contacts'with

3 o



'the outside world and:the manner and degree of outside influence on the

1.11age.. CultUral contact migration,-numlier and level .of;educated villa)

people are a few other va'riables. Which should beconsidered..

4

As can be seen in Table. 2, only few villages have'an alMost self-
I

,sufficient agricultural economy (ratio: Many of the"37: 1

villagee'have.e. mixture'df an. outward and an inward orie ted agricultural.

.economy (.41 :70), whilemost 'of the villages ha

1,, '

agricultural products with the outside World (.71 ., 1..0

e

. The Water Situation

ge trade of

Our main interest, of course, was the water situation ih the.villages

What were the water probleis?. What kind, of water supply did they have?

What kindi.of'-water related diseases prevailed im.theyillage? AtWers

to these and other questions are.presented in Tabldt 3'.froM which it

becomes clear that water poses many prdblems in the villages of the IvoI
Coast. SeVen villages, of which at leasttWo are small towns(AolibilekroC

c
and Napieoiedougou) reported no water probleMs but:thirty villages ex- I

t
periended on problem or another. Water insufficiency and dry wells,or

waterholes are the.main complaint. This is no wonder when we notice that

most of the villages are dependent on waterholes and wells for their

water supply. It is quite likely that

are of the traditional type. They are

dry seasons they are located such that

most of the wells, private or public

not very deep, they dry up in the",

contaminated water from latrines

and garbage dumps can easily filter into the water, and they are not

always well maintained: Only a minority of-the'villages has a Modern I

-water supply. In all the 37 villagep there are only seven pumps. and 6ne

1 I
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Table 3: , The water situation in 37- villages*

Water Problems:

Insufficiency, wells and
waterholes dry up

No problem
Remoteness of water
Diseases due to water.
Problem, (not specified)

7

. 1

Type of Water:Supplyi**.

Well (mostly. traditional 24,
Waterhole
River. 9
Spring 8
Pump 7
Other 13
cistern . 1
Faucet 1

Number of Private Wells:

More than 10
6 - 10
1 5
None

16-
4

4
13

Diseases Due to Water:

Dysentery, Diarrhea
Dysentery, and. Guinea
Worm'

Dysentery, Guinea. Worm
and. Cholera

Dysentery; Bilharziosis
and Cholera

Dysentery. and .

Bilharziosis
Guinea Worm
Bilharziosis
Cholera
None

S

Thirty-eight observers returned their questionnaires.
did ndtt complete it totally. Therefore his village is
this table.

.4HE s

5.

3

1
1
1
1
4

One of them
eXcluded from .

- :

veral obsrers reporf, various water supply sources per. village.

r

3,2
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village reports a piped water system (faucet).

It is significant to,note that when asked about thewater problems"'
,

only one observer answered that water related diSeases were a problem4.11

the, village., However, ;alien asked to check on .a list of diseases, which
...,

prevail in the village only four.observets say that the diseases mentiol
A

by us not eXist(19. -Thirty-four villages report water related disea
.

11ranging frbmthe common Dysentery:(D/. Diarrhea) ,to the:GuinealsiOrim and

even CholVa:

Despite the existing water problems and diseases, only half of the

observers say that they know of actions in-their village to improve the 11

water supply and quality. The reason&for_this apparent hesitance, ref

or impossibility to do something about the water situation will, be.lottese

vihen discussing the impact of the Water Series.

6. Some Correlations
. ,

.

In order to complete the picture'of the observerillages we produced'

some simple cross,tabulations of the major descriptive variables, and
.

w

coMputed in'some cases the Chi-Square trying to find out whether there i
,

I

existed any correlation betweeD`these vs:tie:14:1es. As expected, we found

a somewhat positive relationship between Modernity Sce and the "economi

contact" ratio. ere, was also some positive correlation betwe n

modernity'1 Nand whether the village foresaw any action to improve the

(16) It is, a well-known phenomenon that a chronic situation which
.

"objectively must be considered a problem ,or hazard to the, local'
populatio, is not.recognize s such by them. In'many instances
rationalizations are found t explain the problem (away).

33
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quality of aiater.,: We.salso:found .that the' more "modern".. the village'

the more "modetn the techniques used to avoid-water related diseases,

. .

While in more "traditional" villages, the cleaningof,themater source'
was the preventive measure most oftenmontiehed,'in the "modern" villages

the observer reported more often the use of,the water filter, the boiling

of materTand the construction of a well. As expected, there was a slight

negative relationship between "modernity" and the number of water problems

in the village.. Less "modern" villages "hb.d. more water problems than more

"modern" ones.

Though the computed correlation is oot significant statistj,cally

speking(17), ire think the conclusion is varrented that less "tnodern"

villages have. more water prOblemS andanti,cipate lesS actions to. improve

the linter situation. It:is_Very probable .that the intention to and the

ac ions of improving the water quality and the water supply are related to

material capabilities,ctthe village and the existing. port structure

of extasion agents, health care delivery systems and other 1 entives.

this will be discussed in more detail ,in part V.

(17) Chi-Square 5.06, df =

34
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PART III.... THE WATER PROGRAMS 1HEIR DEVELOPMENT, AND REACH

1.." Introduction

During the preparation of thc.first Water Series, already one program

concerning water eras shown: Why a Well?, a TV film produced by the

National Committee for Nutrition and Development (CAD). This program .

attracted the.highest AuMber of spectator of all the programs of the

1974-1975 season, apd:it equaled the audience figures of the most watched

r-programs of the 1975-1976 season in which much more schools were available

than in the preceding year(1).

On the basis of the feedback data it was estimated that 449 out of

a .possible of X658 schools were opened on the evening of .November 20, l974;

.that the average number of spectators was, 85; and-that the total audience

consisted of 340532 persons.

'ACtually this "well" program was aimed at a limited.audieace. The

"offici%1" target. group were, the "inhabitants of the regions affected

by the Guinea Worm" (mainly the Cocoa-Belt in the Ceater.of the .Country).

.,Feedbacktla'ba show that the interest Of:the general:audience-for a program
4

_ .
.aimed at a .specific target-groUp is always lower thaa the interest for/ , . _

.

a :program broadcast for the national/ audience. The.Why.a Well? program

is probably the exception to the rule. Its unusually high interest and
e

audience figures could partially be lexplained by the fact that according

t1to information gathered in 1973-1974 9) 'healthhealth topics are highly valued

(18) 'See Appendix F for a,eomplete list of audience figures of the-
'25 water programs

(19X Anthony Kaye and Frans Lehglet: OP.Cit., pp:22-29.
7.
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by the rural . audience

"officially" meant for a specific target group, were such that they Could'

easily be appreciated by a larger audience. The first goal was to convin

the peasants of'the dangers of drinking water from the water hole, and

secondly the program tried to convince them of. the necessity of cons-
.

tructing a well in the °village which mould provide a safe ,water supply.

The massive interest was confirmed by the particUlarly high return

of the feedback forms (58 percent of all the forms distributed, while

during the year 1974-1975-the usual return rates varied between 27 and4

62 percent), and the answers an, the feedback question' measuring the extent'
I

oft the interest of the audience. Eighty percent of the listening groups

showed a high interest; in 13 percent of'the villages the interest was 1

The objectives of the Pl'ogram in question, though

, .

m.edium; in only 2 percent of the cases the interest was low. These

figures gain significance in comparison with the interest figures for

the other water programs, which we will examine in the following sections[

In Octdber 1974, the work group for the Water Series was constituted.

It was ccmPoSed of the.' representatives of ministries' and agencies concern

with the Problem of lacking and contaminated mater, who could provide

valuable expert'assistance during the conceptualization of the programs'

contents and during the preparation of the film scripts.

It was the task of the work group\to propose a balanced programming

schedule taking into account pedagogical as dell aPtechnical principles.'

On the one hand the various programs should start with presenting and

discussing simple already known elements and situations (for example,

the water problem in one region, which would particularly appeal to the

inhabitants of that region), and on the other hand they'should introduce

3u
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progressively new notions necessary for a good.understandingrof

problem and of.poS'sible solutions.. The moment the work, gioup started

its deliberations (October 15, 1974) it was already under considerable

yressure to establish immediately a list of programs ready to be prodUCed

, ,.

by the out-of-school televisio&production unit. The reasonfor this

was the uncertainty within the Out-of-School Education Department about
-

1, _ .

the 'programming for the period January 197 - June 1975: At that Moment
k

( ' '

'..

some program topics for.

\.

that period had been; decided upon, but the majority

of the'Wednesday and Friday, evenings - the us9t1 TV for Everybody broad-,

cast nights - were as of yet unfilled, and it was thought that the Water

Series could start in January 1975., Also a,liMited number of cameras

.

and:other production equipment were available, which meant that the three
,.

production teams had to share the same equipment, and therefore a very

:Precise and.dense'planning of preparation, travel, shooting, developing,

Cutting, etc. had to be, developed.= The earlier the list of pr6grams

could be established; the earlier the scriptS could be ready, and the

sooner the production teams could start their work.

The pressure on the parfof the out-of-school production unit certain'

affected the rrofoundness of the discussions concerning the educational

objectives of the series. If more time could have been devotet to

formulating -and operationalizing the ObjeCtives there Would not have been

six programs of the.same format - the first six introductory programs of

.

the series presenting the water problems in the main regions of the Ivory'

Coast .L which according to the audience and interest figures becAthe less
. .

. .

. .
. :

.
interesting for the spectators after awhile (see Appendix F).

3r
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.

The first session of the work group drafted a. list of .18 programs

of which,finally, 13 were.produced. ,Puring the totalJasessions of
i. .

the work group (from October 1975 to March 1975) the'topies of each

program, a program synopsis and a program script igere discussed before ,k

the produCtion team got the green light. to go ahead with the shooting ofl

the films (16mm). (This is always exterior shooting in the villages

throughout the whole country.)

In:October 1974, one expected the Water Series to-Start in January 1

1975. After the firSt working sessions am the first shooting it became

evident that the prOgramMing:hadbeen:itoo optiMistic and that-the start

ofthe.series had to be poitPoned to February. Some weeks after this

.decision it Vins:iealized.that'also.this planning could not be held,.and

the'work group reserved the Wednesdays...and Fridays`Of April. and May 19751

for the 18 anticipated programs.. -After an rtothereorganiiation of
-

.
. .

prograMtling (March 1975) the final broadcaSting schedule became thefirstl, .

six introductory prOgrams:on theWedneslaa*and Fridays .of April 1975,
,

. .

and the /..remaining 'Programs on the. Wednesdays. thereafter through .

;Tune-6 .1975..

2. Objectives

In a previous report(20) we distinguished three categories of objec

tives pursued by the various TV for Everybody programs:

a) sensitization and information

(20) Anthony Kaye and Frans Lenglet: Op.cit..



b) understanding and learning

ya

C) incitement to .action ands action itself

Using these categories to characterize:the first Water _Series we

-an divide the series into three :parts each having its own impact, defined

in terms of attitude change, cognitive change and .behavioral change.
.t,

The 'first part of lie ,series, the flist six programs, tried to

sinsitize and inform the population -at _large about the problems. which
'1

exist n the varl.ovsregions. or the country with respect to water supply

and 'water quality, while at the same time Showing some characteristace

of the regions:preentsd. For example, after the first Program of the

series which discussed in a general way the importance` of safe drinking

water, the second program, Droujht in- the North, described- the Northern
' . .

region of the country as a.dry,area.with great. agricultUral potentialities

(cotton, cattle breeding) before-showing the many problems the lack of

water is creatingin this region. a similar fashion the following
. .

four broadcasts presented the water problems of the South, the towns,

the Cocoa Belt (Center East) 'and the mountain area' in the West.

These programs had, first of all, a sensitization and information

objective. They wanted to make the audience aware, of the problems the

lack of (safe) .water.is dreating. The resulting impact, if any, was an

attitude change amtIng the specta.tors who hadl?een made aware that their

4'
own region was not the only gone to have water eprOblems. An additional

'

objective, also connected to attitude change, was to familiarize 'the.the

audience withjAhe different regions of the country. It is a fact that

still large parts of the population know only their own region. In order

to promote st sense of "national identity", the out-of2school television
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s also charged with the Objective of, showing the customs, cultures an

ways of-living of tie various .peoples` of the Ivory Coast, so that, for I

f'r
instance, the B6td of Gagnoa will recogniZe and possibly' appreciate the I

very dkfferent life style of the Lobi of Bouna, and that the Appolonian

of.Assinie will know the crops cultivated by the Malink6 of Odiennd.

This second objectiVe got a.,sRecial,signifiCance. Theworkinggroupi

of the Water Series decidedthatlIrprograms alone. would and could not 1

. ,

provide-..sufficient information to familicirize
,

the audience with-the

[
ethnic and. cultural diversity of the country, Therefore, another means

was fought to introduce some 'geographical notions. and representations to
.

I'

4

.
'

.

4

the audience. A simple,map of,IvoryCoast4was produced, presehting the

four cardinal poi ts, the three' main 'vegetation zones of the country, 1

.
4 ,

the major town'S d roads, thesix administrative departments, and the 1

principal agricultural resources of each department (represented. hy.a
.

J , ;

styli zed 'symbol e;cplainea in other. fccOmpanying material: photographs 1
.

,

and designs). This map -was. widely .distributed- to all the out-of-school

animators and we believe that they bave.niage good use of it 'almost

,every classrooL ve.visited during our village visits in November and I

Decembei. 1975,'we'Lw kt least one copy of this map. Several times-during.

-. .
.

animation sessions we observed how the'-&eacher-animator.Used the map to
. _

lbcate a'certain regiOn or crop. We haVe the.-rather encouragin&results,
.

of .a survey tohe showed that--almdst half of the responjin:1975(21)Which

dents reached a high score of correct answers indiating a Sufficient

21) Frans tenglet:: %Onnaissance de. la-learte de Cate
Abidjan: -.Evaluation Service,'Play 1976.
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knowledge of the regions the toWn andthe crops of. the Map(22)..

The second part of the Water Series, 'two. programs: The.Water Cycle

and Dangerous Water, had as an Objective the transmission Ofa certain

-knoWledge. It was expected that after.vatching-and discussing theSe two'.

programs the spectators would have some knowledge of the principles of the

water cycle and the contamination by polluted water. The first program

explained the water cycle:, evaporation of sea water, rain, filtration of

water into the soil, rivers; and SPrings. 'The second program 'showed how.'

water becomes contaminated and.transmits diSeases through the micro -,

organisms and germs living .in the'vater,but which are undetectable' with.

the naked eye..

The,tSird part of the series composed of the last four programs of

the series: Filtered Water, Water Reservoirs, Improvement of Water SouNcee.

and The Well aimed at a change of-behavior. It instructed the audience.

about thevarious possibilitiesand means to obtain5afe(r) drinking water,

and it incited'themto action which could lead to .a,better water supply.
A`.

The principle and the:mode of utilization of the wer filter was explaine
AO A

(DUring.the:,brOadeasiln period ofthis first series`-an advertising and

publiCity campaign of.TV:spots and newspaper ads.helped to promote the
.

purchase of water filters). It was shown that in certain regions the

cistern was a good solution The-villages that were not able toconstruct

22) Because this Study measured the knOwledgeOf the respondents-only
,after the TV program's for which the maphad:toba.used,,and no contro'!
group existed, we. do not know whether the7score.of the viewers was
significantly higher than the score f thoSe who.had not been!;exposi.:,
to the TV programs andthe map,
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a cistern or a 'well were advised to improve and clean up their, traditional

I

water sodrces (waterhoIe,sPring;. river). b71.nallyi'the well was presentel

as the best (hygienicaate and permanent) solution to the lack of water

Already during.the.preparation dr:the first series the work group

cginsidered dther water related' issues which could b interesting topics

for another program series. The.diseases due to contaminated water were

of particular interest to the ONPR and the INSP, meMbers of the work

group, and it was decided that a second Water Series would be devoted to

this .theme.

A first meeting of the new work group for this 'series was held in r.

April 1975. A list of eight programs was proposed for the second series,

f_
of which, finally, seven were broadcast during the first term of the

1975-1976 school year

The overall objective of the second Water Series was, first, to

emphasize once more that water contains invisible microbes which can be I

revealed by using the microscope. Secondly, to have the audiencetunder-

stand that thus water-klays a- central' role in transmitting certain diseasi

Third, to explain that these diseases are a social plague weakening the

persons affected, and that this' in turn has severe socio-economic repr-

custions. Fourth, to_ show thatbOne can avoid the diseases * taking

individual orcommunal precautions, and that:the diseases 'themselves

can be treated:

The second series started with a rerun of the highly successful

41.114 of the first serieS,:.DangeroUs Water What followed were seven

programs.each devoted to a particular disease: Guinea Worm, Dysentery.,

Ankylostomiasis, Bilharziosis, Malaria and River Blindness Onchocercosis).

4 2
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The series closed with a program reiterating the previous ones and incitin,

the spectators to apply the various precautionary measures and actions

shOwn (using water filters building latrines, cleaning the compound,

constructing a well). and to organize hygienic committees in each village

which sholld guard the cleanliness of the villageP---_

On the basi& of the reactions of the audience and-the animators

(gathered through the feedback forms and unsolicited mom) it was con-

eluded that the impact of the campaign on water and,diseases would be

greater if.the TV programs were supported by other means. To this end

the work groUP' decided to have produced a set of posters presenting the

differentdiseases,theiroriginstheir cycle through contaminated water,

the contamination of theindividualandrthe possible preventive measures.
.mf

.

.

. - .

.

. . .
.

,

. .1 , .....,,
.

The animators Were asked to use these posters ting ai,i,ngfox...repeanON 1
.

the content of the broadcasts and for'emphasizingCertain essential Points.

Though during our village visits we observed many Giese posters adornin-

the walls of theclassroom, we have no information on how they were used

by the animators. Itis.certain that.the composition of these. posters

was queStionable. The poster. contained too much information at: once;

the representation of,certain essential details was not correct (e.g. the

worm or the microbe carrying the diseasehad the same size as the foot'

of the man affected by the-disease), and one of the posters contained

incorrect,information (a preventive measure was shown which did not apply

to the particular disease of the poster).

.4r
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Summary of'the Audience and Interest Figures(23)
1. .

"A study of -..all the audience figures for the two Water Series and

the Why a Well? program shows armarked:difference:between the various.
.

mean statistics of. each prograh.or.series... Let us look first at the

number of opened schools' for the:Varieus:programs"in Table

. Table 4: .Average number of opened .schools

Why a Well?
First Water Series
Second WaterSeties

449 68% of "available" schools (658) I

196 30% of "available" schools (658)
422 47% of "available" schools (899)' 17

All 25 Water Programs
Together-

0

of the average number of
296 "available" schools (778).

We note in this table a considerable difference, between the average

number of opened schools. The Why a Well? program and the first series

1/Jere'broadcast during the same school year In that year, there was a'

-total of 658 schools where at lept one teacher-animator had indicated

his willingness to animate. the TV for Everybody programs. We s that

the Why a Well? program reached 6:°.'of the 658 schools, while the first.

series vas received. in only 3O of the available schools,. The second

1

---
series shows an improvement in the average number of operied

,

schools in

Icomparibon with the first series, 47% of the available schools were opened.

. (23 ) See aljo Appendix iP.: The figureS'presented and discussed here are I

,
.

.

provided by the feedh'ack system. They pertain only to the'spectator
who witch the TV programs 4Ommuneay in the school and who discuss th(
"lessons" after the programs. All ,spectators that wateh;the progrl
in private homes are excluded.
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The average number of 'opened schools is not azood indicator of the

qualitative interest in the program. The average number of spectatorso

perclassroom provides a bctker idea. In Appendix F we see a large varia-

tion in this indicator, 8 spectators for Why a Well? and 49 for the pro-

gram on Ankylostomiasis.

Comparing the. aVerages per series (Table 5. ) we observe that'the

Alist Table 5: Average limber of Spectators per Classroom

Why a Well? 85
First Water Series 64
Second Water Series 53
All Programs 61

average number of spectators per classroom declined in the period NoveMber

1974.teTecember 1975. This Could mean that either the'interest in the

matr programs ame less or that the f71.rst curiosity for the Out7.of-

school television hid withered away. The latter explanation could:be
- -

confirmed by the figures for the second,series which seem to. stabilize

themselves around 51 to 55 spectators- -p f7
c

endix F)
r

Anther hypothesis for a decreaSing audience has-been a

in,the fields ariathe-rainy season that prevent the 'peasant froth coming

to the school. This could be true for the first series because agricul:-

tural activity is high during the months of April, May and June. And

4 Our two spectator surveys, which were Carried out independently from
the feedback, system,,,indicate an aVerage number of 55 spectators per
classroom for the first series'and 56.for the second series. A downward
correction of these figures similar as for the feedback figures is
warranted.
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these are also the months when the big rains start. This hypothesis- is

-)however 4ifficult to maintain for the decreasing figures duripg the secon1

`series bebause the. series toolc, Place in October and NoveMber, which lie
, .

in the dry season.' (The generally higher figures fOr the second,series

see Appendix F and'G and Table 6 are dueto the,larger number of par-
1

ticipating sChoolSln 1215;-1976).. Thus: all three explanations; weather;

declining interest and...41e end of.curiosity :could have some value Only

a prolonged)Monitoring of the audience figures can provide a more con-.

elusive explanation.

The average number of spectators for the two series and the WELL,.

program are presented in Table6.

Table 6: Average Number of Spectators

Why a Well? 30/532
First Water Series 9,970
Second Water Series 21,732

All 25 Programs Together 15,497

The level of interest for the vaxpus programs shows also considerabl

differences (see Appendices F and G). hinety percent of the animators

who returned their feedback forms indicated that the interest of the

listening group for the rerun of the Dangercius Water program had been-

- high. Similar high scores are obtained by Why. a Wel1?,,the first showing

of Dangerous Water and-Fikeered Water. In general, the first series

aroused a larger interest among the audience then the second series.

I

4r46 if
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Audience CompositiOn and Regularity

Did the water prOgrams reach the target audience? _According to-the

documents and speeches .of the.autliorities the TV for Everybody programs

are aimed at the rural:massei, and especially the adults. We have some

data to illustrate whether this target audience is reached by the out -of-

school television.

To surveys of.the IvOrian Institute .for Public Olpinion (h U) done

in 1975 Indicate that for the urban as well as the rural Population(2.4).

therlw,is an over-representation of sehooledj_ndiViduals..(ilaving followed

primary and secondary or more education) among the spectators of.TV for

Everybody as is shown in Table 7.

J060%,

Table 7: RegaIarity of Watching TV for Everybody by Schooled and Non-

,

Sclwol.0 Respondents in Rural and Urban Areas (in percentages)

S6metimes Rarely Never/NA Total
-,

Rural, t

1 Ak,
No
Pr&Oary'.

Second'
17
20

Urba.n
.

No
Primary,-

Seconde.:Aly/taglieg

9

35

5 91
18 60
29 36

13 ; -

19.. 37

18 ?7

100
100
100

100
, 100

100

(24 ) The:prCise)deflni-Von:Aof "urban" and "rural" is not known, but
a6^.411t1;gt.':"urba-n",enCompasses all the towns with more than

16A04111i01-6.44,

4



But :the qUestion, of course .i.s*wheher the total rural popillation

had access to the TV prOgraMt. First we do not know where.ot how many

villages and kmall towns were sampled..-Secondly, we do not knoviwhethet..

the sampled villages and small towns had a TV school or whether there was

an out-of-school animator. Thus it could be that-the over-representation

of schoOled individuals in. the table is 6 consequence of theit-having more

access to television to begin with. This is somewhat confirmed by the
.

study on the TV receptiOn.structure in Abidjan. (?5-).

Our second and third surve (see Part. II) provide some support for I-
.

I.
-fte-fiybothesis that the illiterate rural mass is not reached by TV for6

Everybody. We-asked whether'the spectators understood French (the language

in which the'out-a-schoolprd'grams are broadcast) . In both surveys 40%
.

of the adult respondents answered "'yes", 60% answered "no" Of course,

'there is a difference between understanding French and' spea.ktng it or'beir-
,

litterate% But it seems to us that 40% is a: rather high figure when 10 I

1
to 15 years ago-the schooling rate,in the whole dountry.iwas only 30%.

At present the 'total adult population should have a schooling rate 1Ower I

than40%, and thus if the TV for Everybodl audience would be representati/e

.for the total adult poiulation it' could not attain a 40% literacy level. 1

The-fact :that we found al4.0%runderstanding of French could mean that the- I
.

target audience is not\teached. Even if the peasant population is under-
r- .

. .
-, -..

.

.
.

.

.

represented.. among. TV for Everybody audience a.large part of them couJ

(25) Joseph Ansellem and Elisabeth'Bouchet,:- "Reseaux.d'Ecoute en
Espace.Urbain". Abidjan University: Architectural and Urbana
Research Center, 1975, .
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be reached by the TV message through their relatives, neighbors, friends

and co-villagers who watch the TV programs. There are indeed, some

indicatorS that especially urban spectators transmit part of tlie-infor-

motion received by the medium TV to their relatives at home or in their
Obn

A

villages (26) .

Other characteristics of the audience of the spectators are

men, 30;10 are women. Feedback figures and the data of our surveysconcur

on this point. Twenty-dine to YO% of the audience members (during the

second and the third survey respectively) have children in school: It

-is interesting to note that among pupils' parents there are relatively

more persons who understand French-than among non-parents. The age and

sex breakdown is presented in Figure 1., from which it can be seen that

the majority of the spectators fallin the younger age groups. In com-

parison to the age distribution of the total population'these younger

groups are overrepresented among the TV viewers encountered in the second -

and third surveys. It could be argued that this is a fortunate phenomenon

given the fact that the younger peotle are those who should start develop7

pen-toriented actions. But if it means that the older People, who often

hold influential positions in the village structure, are not reached -by
0'

TV messages, these development activities couldbe hampered because the

consent of the village elders will be
0

more difficult to obtain. The field'

animation study(27) and future audience surveys could shed light on this

issue.

(26) Louise Bourgauit: "L'Ecoute des.Citadins". Abidjan: Out-of-School
Education Department, 1975.

(27) Annie Benveniste: Field animation,study. Forthcoming).



FIGURE 1 : AGE PYRAMID OF TV FOR EVERYBODY SPECTATORS.
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Especially for a series of programs whe41,one program is built upon

the other the regularity of watching becomes important. Table..7 showed

that the regularity-ef-watching TV for. Everybody among rural viewers.is

lower than among urban spectators. -This could be attributed to .the

relative inaccessibility of a TV set in the village. Data of our third

survey indicate that during a periodof ten broadcasts 11% of the res-

pondents had seen one or two progfams, 28% three to four programs, 33%

five to six programs, 23% seven to eight programs, and 4% nine to ten .

,

programs. If

*'all programs" it would mean that more than 50% of the interviewed spe0.-;

ar11. is defined as "haing.watched at. least half of..

tators are regular ones.

5. Note about the Interest.for the-Programs

In Appendix E figures are presented on the HIGH,. MEDIUM or LOW

interest of the audience for the water programs. In Appendix .G the

evolution of the rate of HIGH interest for the water series is shown.

As was the case for the other feedback data:we must assume that the_'

interest figures are not completely reliable. But the data weiftve are

suited for comparative purposes.

We note that

Some programs have.attracted a larger.audience than others. Many.:

variables could influence the attendanEe. Analysis of tlie'feedbaCk

figures reveals that the wOather on the eveningof the broadcast

explains to A. certain extent the fluctuation in attendance figures.

Holding "weather" constant, it is the content of the program which

determines the number of spectators and their,interest. A major inter-

vening variable is the role which is played by the out-of+schopl



animator. Minor intervening variables are: whether the program is

broadcatt just before or after the school holidays, whether the villagl

chief is present, whethet-the village i

etc.(29).

Most watched programs were Why a Well?, Water, Source of Life during

predominantly Christian

the first Water Series, and Dangerous Water, and Dysentery during `the,.

second

.

series.,
The

large attendance for_Why a Well?, Dangeibus Water]

and Dysentery correlates with the large number of listening groups tha

Iexpressed HIGH interest for these.programS. The reason for thiS must

be found in the fadt that these three programs had, at least one elemen[

in common. All three contained' shots of micro-organisms fiimed through

a microscope. In the, classrooms we have noticed that these images

really shocked the audience, and that they became the topic of much.

discussion afterwards. According to the reactionsrof'the audience

the Dangerous:Water program was partiCularly appreciated. We believe.'
. .

that It was a very well made film.. (In 1976 it received a prize
I

durin the Japan Prize Contest for Educational.Films and Documentaries!

In genere!i there was More HIGH interest for the first Water Series

for the second. Did the.out-of-school animators become more realistic

in their assessment of the audience's interest; or is the repetition of

the same progiam format-during the second series due to the lbwer

interest?.
O

It is difficultto.deterMine whether the size of the audience itself

was important or not During the-year 197411975i, there was atotal of

4(29) '.See for a detailed_discussion of;these variables: Rudiger
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1,151 TV schools of which 658 were known to have'been openedat least

once fora TV for Everybody broadcast. The number of TV schools inoreased

to 1j481 .in 1975-1976. In 899 of them at least one teacher expressed

willingnets to animate the program sessions. Thus the maximum possible

number of seats available in 1974-1975 was 1,151 X 1 classroom X 70 seats

80,570 seats. If only the 658 declared schools were opened there would

have been available 658 X 70 46 060 seats. For 1975-1976 the figures

are respectively 1,481 X 70 = 103,670 and 899 X 70 =62,930.,

For the Why a Well? program'in1974-1975, 38.to64 of the, seat

capacity was used, for the Dysentery. Program in 1975 -1976, only 30 to 5004

of the seat capacity was'used.

Up until now we have been discussing the reach of the water program&

of the Out-Of-School television. Their. impact is:a different. stOry.



IV. IMPACT

The WI1;. a Well? Program

The results of -the first ptudyofthe impact Of :ate TV for Eyerybed.Y.

program are worth repeating here. .or a more detailed presentatien-wq:.
.

. .

(3refer the reader to therepOrts Published on the:Why'a. 'Well?' program 0)

and the summary given-in the First Operational Year Revort , which deal

with .the fee back figures of this. and the findings of a ,follow-up

study. The final result of the two surveys.. eras that ,23 out, of the 136

villages s-which had answered "yes to the feedback question whether the
.

ligtening groUlihad,taken.a!decision concerning an actionafter havitig-fr

seen the TV program(s.:,-7,29) '-hadindee4 luideAta..el an action mbl h6was directl:

.relateikto:themeSsage of `the program:. the construction of ,a well At

the time of the follow-up study(33) we noted that:

(30) CNAD and Service d'EvalUation: Op.cit..

(31) Anthony Kaye,and FranS *nglet: Op.cit.

(32) Four-hundred feedback forms had been distributed. TwdLhundred-and-
iafty (54%) were returned. One-hUhdred-and-thirty-six out of these
215 animators (63%) repoked-that their group had taken a decision
concerning an' action.

(33) Per the fq-low!-4.:studyquestionnaires were seh.y.to thoSe village-
,bfwhich 4te iow that.they planned to construct a -well:. To6lty-
three or them (11% of:the 215 feedback forms). had started
action leading toward the construction.of a

1





one village was constructing a well

- ten villages had Made a request to the. Sous-Prefet for well f
1

.
-, .':- .

construction or well

7,1

e

4' t.

seven villages had made the 'request and had collected th0 newssar
.

.

/village ontribution to a well construction pr. ect

five villages had Collected the.. village 'contriblAtion but had not

yet made the requeSt.

.TWenty-tbree villages undertook actionswhich resultecor will

result in a modern.yell in the village. AssuMing that before the
'.

,. .

.. : .-

Why a Well? these villages -were dependent on,materholes and traditional
4,

c

for their -water supply, and calculating the nuper. of people in

these 23 villageAlliaving watched.the2Prodramrpn the ba4sof an average I

n%imber of 85 spectators er'tchool,rebonclUde that. 1,500 to 2,000+

individuals (united in 23 listening groups) took a decisiou which finalij

resulted.(or will result),in a better water supply. for aboUt 11 500
f..

,

'villagers chased on an ayerage.of 500-.inhabitants per village)
:

,:11,500.perSons.profited-directly from the Why a Well? program assuming
,

the actions reported i;iere set in motion bitheTV prOgraM(34).. If:every,..

tV for.Everybody,prOgram could have the Same'impatt, the: effectiveness I

.,(xf the- out-Of-sehool. project would be
4
rather-impressive. There areis

however, many obstacles toa successful: impact. We All discuss theyq;

in the following sections.,:but.ye...wii14,ibte already soave rem Made 1

by some animators after' the Why a Well? program which indicate some

0,10
ft. ,

We do not know whether. indeed trio TV prOgram-vas. the catalyst for
action. IT':we had had a.dontrol group we could have arrived at
more precise conclusions.

1
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ons why the listening group or the village did not follow Up the

TV prograe
. .

Two animators write:, "Well.drilling,attemi64
Ir.. .

,,A O
since. then nothing has been undertaken".

TO other animators remarked: "The villagers do not have the means.

'vto collect 150,000.CFA Francs." ':(Sum necessary. to be

were unuccessft1L,

for State aid).

- Aber remarks: "The SMJECI (water

eligible

ep

strialtion company) has taken

away the pump,- which was out of ord for repairs. Since then

the village, has hot heard

The village has put in a

anything more".

request for ,a well, and has given the mono:

to the' Sous-Prdfet. This.bas remained without results"..

The money which was collected for well construction has not

found after the death of the vil age treasurer".

October 1975 we condUcted a

'assess the prOgress of actions. and decis ons made immediately after the

seco

been

d follow-up survey in ord$ to

Why S.:Weil?orogram and possibly under influence of the,first Water.

..Series:,(April-June 1975). mail we tried to contact the

,235 animators or,Itiollage listening groups) from whom we had, feedback '

intormation. tne%type of 13questionnaire, was-ent tb-139 villages(35)

(Group A) where, according to the feed6ack-results immediately afterthe-

program a decisibn bad. been.;taken to start some action. We wanted-to ,

.

'know whether the action, had be4n carried thrbugh ca;to ..what' extent it had

been

4

completed. We also wanted to know the difficulties. and barriers

ttZ.,
A

35) ,These include the 136 Villdges Of'p.46...and 3 additional ones
returned their fipdback tormSlate.'

.

-

which



encountered during, the action, and tbe.possible,reasons'for failure in.

e

case the action had
r.

not beem completed. Another type, of queeionriAlre'.

was sent to the. remaining, villages (Group B) which had:giVenanegativ

reply to the feedback question onf"decisions taken:- We asked.them

Whether_they had:rec'onaidered their negative deciSion .and if so at what

stage the villaj-was,in its action and what difficaties it was encoun-

tering, In Table 8 me provide a

questions.of both surveys.
.

4

uMmarYofthe answers to thefirst

State of Decisions and. Actions one Year .after Why a Well?

Group A

Feedback: YES decision

Return rate of
questionnaire 47 (34)

.

Action continued 26*

Action stopped 14

Action completed 7

Group B

Feedback: NO decision

Return rate of
questionnaire

No decision and no
action.

Decision and action 14

Adtion completed

* These include the 23 villages mentioried on p. 47.

We note' that'tbenumber of 26 YES Decision and Continued Action

villages does not exceed very much the number of 23 villages which said

they-Were in the process of Undertaking some action during'the first

follow -up survey. But kge also see that another 22 villages changed theirt

1.
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1

original opinion and took a decision to do.something about th ir water

supply and water quality in the period of 11 months since the Why a Well?Why

program.

What is more revealing iz the number of villages that terminated the

construction of a (traclitional, or modern). well or the repai:rWeamp old

well or water pump. Seven'villages of Group A and eight villages of

Group total of 15 villages, announced their action accomplished.,

This is almost or the original 235 villages that, returned. their.feed-

back'forms (36) . Another group of 40 villages (17% of 235) were in .the

,process of having a well constructed or repaired, and were at different

stages-'in this process: collecting money, request to the Sous-Pr6fet,

cOntactwith the technicians (drilling or repair/maintenance team). Thus,

after 11 months about 24 of the villages we know for sure to have watched

the TV program had done or were 'doing something which was related to the
.

program's message.

This'laststatement needs some.qualifioation It can indeed safely

be assumed that the 26 villages of Group A started their action under

influence,(nottnecessarify exclUsive:influence) of the' TV'prOgrden
..7`

ques'tion. The. decison of the 22 Group. B.. villages to undertake some ..actiov.'

was not immediately triggered by the Why a Well? program. In their feed-

b ck answers they said they had not taken any decision. However, in

swer to our follow-up'question when the new decision to go ahead with

the actioil had been taken, 16 out of 22 indicated that they had taken'
0

(36) Four-hundrea feedback'forms vereOsent out. 235 (s& %)
came back.
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the decision in the period between NoVember 20, 1974 and the end of the

first Water Series in-June 1975 Twelve of them linked.=their decision

and action directly to the water programs. This is all strong evidence

that the various "-water messages' had an immediate impact, also through

the reinforcement of one program by the other.

2. Water Problems

The various surveys we conducted ;(see Part II) weremalnlydesigned

to obtain longitudinal data in Order to assess the possible changes.in 1

the village water situation under the influence of the TV programs and I

the discussion groups thereafter. Unfortunately, the,40 obsei:vers did
4

not receive any research training and we lacked adequate .resources.

prevented the collection of real change indicators. Another rep.son for
r.

this lack of change indicators lies in the fact that especially behaviorl..

changes (actions and action results),,do not show up immediately after

TV program.: They need a long time period for materializing, and they .

can be assessed and judged only from a longer time perspective. There

are, of course, attitudinal and cognitive effects of watching,out-of-

1,

school television and participating in the discussiOn groups, and even

certain behavioral changes that can be ascertained immediately after,J

,

the "treatment". For instance, awareness of the water problens in the

country and knowledgeof theWater cycle can be measured immediately after

exposure to the relevant TV programs. It can even be'determined how many

villages follow up a certain "-advice" given 'to them, for example, the-,
.3

. .

'bpiling of water or the cleaning up of the compound. °Other individual,
.

I

1
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and certainly, communal actions need much more preparation and execution

time _for example, latrine and well construction. For these seasons

we are not in the position to give a clear-cut answer to the question

whether the out-of-school TV programs had an impact, and .what kind of

impact it was. There. are, however, many indications Tor a certain effect

which we will present, discuss and interpret in the following sections.

In the first survey of -February 1974, we asked the observer whether

the village experienced any 'particular water problems: Out of the 37

villages ,on which we have data, seven did not give an answer or said they

, bad no water problem. One village reported a water problem but did not .

,
e .

specify of what Rind. Twenty-four villages complained about insuffi-,\,,?

biencytlof, water , and about wells or waterholes that dry up after the. rainy

season. In four villages the water source was far away, ,forcing the

women to walk long distances in 'order to Obtain water. 20ne pbSerVer

reported that there were diieases in the village due to polluted water 7)

In the third survey, almost nine months after the completion of the
SLJ

first one; 4.10a after 24: water programs .we found. that 10 .but of 15

villages. which had water problems in the beginning of 1975, still had
r1

water, prohlemi: . But, in 4 villages something had been. done to improve

.the..Water 'supply: in.one village .the. water RUNT which had been out of

:;Order was 1.--oairedin two villages the Maintenance team for, thewater

:10umps came for regular mOnthly visits, and in one village a traditional.

37) :'See sections 11.5 and 11.6.

.4
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well was dug..': We 'dO;:not; mb..4,the extent to .which these. changes in the

water situatien,.were.cauried...i4i,.influended by the expoSure of the village
..,( .

,,t
to the water ':.pr.Ograms.;...--,

Well contitlai:cii-).

In contrast .t6: -V-ie!iiiiciings of the Why a Well? surveys, -which csovered.
ita longer, time, tpan than. the-water. surveys there was only one village

,

among theACT.,..)6bierVeri-irillages that rep.orted that it had constructed.

a (traditioncil),.,wCOX.; This is the 'more, surprising considering the fact.
' '',' ;. : ...; ":' ..'-,: ..,' , , J -'that the' :Vater. Series' .was Conceived..,,of hs building the case toe

the Well:1::".4ie. best: ociliitith.l. tc;all. -water pt. lems Many programs ended.

:program of the firstt .

. °se ie wri:s totally. devoted ,to

B4t .1:1I.:,;censtru'etion of a well is also Lhe most difficult action
a v-illagc. or listening group can eagage in.. .3".n. contrast to other

actions,-.1iko the-Tiltering or boiling of water, :it' requires the. Copp°-
1

ration of. .1.thei total community; it requires., the conisentt And zaffi on,
1

of the. chief and village elders; it requarcrj:,244,rclaii'stej.y

amouht,.. (iiboxit US $600) to be Collected.. as.:the.

bution:.to the 'project; it, requires the cooperatiOn and; involy.CMent:
.

..
. . ,

. .

the 'il. dmini s trative machinery (Sous-Prdfet and'14inistry .Ofs tilanning.. . .
.

.

. ,. .
ALreneieS) And technical experts; and. it requires-Nthe aliallabilitk, of

-.* ' 'q. %. : . . , A .. . . , . .
.iwater' t.lat ,can be tapped. 'A/1 these necessary% inpRts arc be as many

.,,
e= ,

... . .

.,. obstacles to a successful start and completion 'thc!ke-o:tion of yell,.

-, %-construction.,
. ...In the Second follow -up survey, .o:L the Why, wria. Well'? proar

.
'about th,. ad: (faculties the village, had encountered' in construe t.,.7.
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We asked the animators of the Group A villages(38) what difficulties

had interrupted the construction and what problems had delayed the

.

,

beginning of the construction. -We asked the sanimator of-1:Group B village:

what obstacles had prevented the Villagers from makin a decision to have

a well constructed,'or what difficulties had dbstruc ed the construction.

Lumping together the 89 answers we found that 32,villa es were experiencir.

financial difficulties. It is dbvioa,th'at'without a financial village

contribution the drilling team will not be sent to the village. Seven

-villages were encountering administrati:Ve difficulties, and these are.

4

.

pid6ably, related to the unwillingness or the, iMpossibility of

the Sous-Prdfet td cooperate. For eight villages there werg technical

reasons why they had not started or could not continue*he well construe-

tion: in most of these cases; the animator reported soil aridity-which
, .

drilling(38a).,is,antbma:Lically'the end to all water Thus, financial,

adtinistrative and technical difficultiea were the major impediments'to

a successful action.

,

There:were m.alty Minor reasons Ithyve:EL.driiIing'had not startedzdr-
.

.

had not.beetoompleted. In 15 villages (out of 89 answers) the digging',

of a traaitionaivelIwas reported,: 1:1hichis'a Successindtself. EleVen

villages wanted to wait for the construction' of a piped.:water SysteM,

.

.which-they probably will not get-before the turnof theNcentury: Three

I
,z,4

(38), See section IV.1.

(38a) A recent ONPR survey of newly constructed wells has established th:,
the failure rate of the well drilling] is very low; that is, a
maximum of 4 drillings per village suffices to find water, even in
the.driest regions. But there arc other factors which impede the
(correct) utilization of a modern well: bad masonry; incorrect
installation of the pump, insufficient maintenance.

,

62



animators mentioned political dissension among the villagers, Ntich

prevented the taking of any decision. Three other villages considered

the construction of a dam, a water tower and a'schOol more necessary
0

and urgent than the drilling of a well.

ThUs we see that there are financial, administrative, technical,
B.

political and economic reasons why 'a village did not implement the action

called for by' TV for Everybody. Many of these reasons are outside the, I

1,

control of the village coMmunity. The are structural obstacles, which
.

are the resu/t of a socio-economic ,an4 political structure that up until

recently was not geared at all =to catering to the needs of the local

COmmunity.

Idke so many ex-colonial societies, Vory Coast inherited and im-

proved the structures and Mechanisms of i eimer rulers. Certainly,

during the first ten years of independence, it favored, to a large extent1.

[

. .

a grOwth'model that, was MainlY'Used:On the extraction of agricultUral

TescluceS. But the latettdeVeloPment plans increasingly stress the

necessity of rural development and human promotion (the. development of

a more Q111°Lfied MA r base) :as, a.eondition.forsustained economic

growth: The.; out7of-pchool TV project is an example of thelatter, the

national well construction programs are an example of the forMer.

.1

The'translation of intentions into concrete actions is along and

difficult process of which:the transformation of the local administrativi

structures and procedures, and the creation of a rural,material and

financial inf'astructure are essential aspects. In contrast to Tanzaniaj

the rural population in .Ivory Coast is not considered to be or to become'

an active independent force in this structural transformation. The rural

6.3 .
-t

.1
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masses are looked upon as the'people that have to be integrates. into

the national development plans as they are propdsed and carried out. by

the Minis:Ery'of Planning and the Government. They .are considered to be

a kind of executive-body which has to follow the orders frpm above. The

possibilities for local action are limited to those occasions that fit
.

into the pre-determined development plan. This could be a reason why

the actions advocated by the out-of-school television have only a mitigatc
,

succdss.. On the one hand the spectators of,..7.ferEvr7body Solidited

-to take decisions. and undertakObetions;:while on:. the., other., hand the 'room

for such actions and deeiSiOnpf:issrather limitedno.MonenO,adminis

Arative support, and a penteqUent discouragement.

Water Filter

ThePromotion of the water filter as 'an effectimeans for cbtaininc:

safe dankingwater'Vas-an essential "part of the Water Series. As can be

seen from the programming list :with'th9. objectives of each program

(AppendiX B) only one program was' Ol'ely devoted to-the.principles and

.the utilization of:the water filter- In many of theprograMs that follow&

Filtered Water, especially during the second Water Selles, the ptineipleS

and the'utility of,the filter vere:presented again.)
. 4

Mere are different typep ofWater'filters,.:each varying-in the amour).

of water it is able to filter in a specified' length of time, varying =in

price and varying in its utilization pode. The filter'promoted by the

TV fdr Everybody programs and a simultaneous advertising campalgn (see

below) is the so-called "candle" type ("filtre 4 bougie"): a ten inch

cylinder of porous porcelain with on one s4.de a narrow plastic tu:be.



,...r....
,. . ..',

The filter ;is- placed in a container \with unpurified water, he he w& er is

.' '
5.'''' . ' }.

sucked through the tube and the'filtered water anoaripi. slowly into ther

container placed on. a lOwer urface than the first one. It takes aboirt:
.

'':.: .. ' '' -1;-AH: ,'.. I

one hoUr to,filter one liter ()frt.' ter
-

'. .- '., 3t %,,.; :

The 'Out-of-School 'pei)artOent ;; its,. production and' animation a4tts.,
,

.put"mUch effort in convincing ihe population at large -that .a'Water filter

-..was essential for preventing diseases due to contaminated water. A sort/
. .

, _

of cLipaign'..was built. around the filter ograM 4/isisting of an
..

.

. . .

sing. and: d-pliblicity camp.ptign in the Hatitnal daily newsaper-Fraternitd
.

, .

Matin dilripg April May and June 1975 before' and gfter the broadcasting 11
,.,

.:

of the filtr program on May 21, 1975, and of a siMUltgleous reduction
A _

of 10Pin the pace Of water rfiltess-during the same three,months ' 1

'Instead of the usual price of 1,95O .CFA Frands (US $7.80) the filter co

be purchased for 1,71ii-5 CFA Francs (US $6,98). This reduction was. the

result of, negotiations, between the'Out-of-School Department and the thret

importing and distributing firms 'of water filters in Ivory Coast.
_

It can be concluded that the filter campaign;was successful in termi

of a considerableinCrease'in the, total purchase: of water filters in the
*.

country. Whether the purchase resulted or is resulting in a better healtn

situation of the peasants is a question.we are unable to answer. We

dispose, however, of data which indicate the attitudinal and material
)

obstacles to purchasing and/or using a water filter. Therefore, the

filter campaign hail A. qualified success.

Let us take a look first at the sales figures of water, filters of

two of the three commercial'firms that participated in the advertising
1

campaign. In. Table 11 we present- their sales figures for the period



April-October in thc. years 1974 and 1975. ,If the campaign had an,cffect

then ,it would show upAnthe'-differen'6e between the figures of the two:,

years, and especially during and after thc

, !

-4'
U

campaign, period.

Table 11: Sales. Figures ,of Water Filters in 1974 and 1975

Difference

June Juily Aug: Sept .: Oct.

79 440 260 50 222. '195 . 160

585 359 607 41 304 96 167

506 -81 347 .364 82 99 7.

Total

1,406.

2,532

1,126

There is indeed a large difference, between the two years. While

in 1974 the average filter sale was 201 per Anth, it rose to 36 per

month in 1975.. A t-test confirms-that the difference between the-two

means is statistically significant (t = 1.83,'df 14, at the 5% level),

A comparison of the curves of the cumulative sales figures shows that

the real increase in filter, sales took place between May and August 1975,

the slope of the 1975 curve being steeper than that of the 1974 curve

(see Figure 2); this'vas the period of the publicity campaign and the

.TV program. Our data do'not. allow drairing.any Conclusion about the

relative impact of the TV program or the advertising campaign.

W tried to obtain the figures of the third .distributor as -well.

Until now they are unavailable, as well as a regional' breakdown of all

thesales figures. Such a breakdown could indicate, for example,

whether filter purchase was higher in those regions vhere the lcmdblem

of pollUted-Water is more acute than in other areas. It is'interesting

o.
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.

that one 'filter diatributor noted that in the sector...of Korhogo,

large town 4in the North. of the countky - an area with a particularly sever

water shortage the people had purchased more filtprS thqn elseWhere. . _

It Would take a separate sarvey to 'establish the reasons for thiS pheno-
, .

.menon; it could be. hypothesized that 'this 1iNs the first time that the

inhabitants' of the NOrthernregion got to j01,1 about water filters and .7 ,

thus were more susceptible to the publicity than the villagers and-edinspo,

people in other regions where the use, of water:filter'S has been known

for a 1 get. period.
z 'L

.°. Disregard_d_pg the f6t izthat, the purchae of a water filter does not

guarantee its use(39), and that it 'can only, be Used -when cleaned regu-.

larlyK4°) we-new turn to the reasons, why the vililagers do, not use a
a 3 I f .

filter. . 4

In the third survey of November. 1975 we, asked the obs rver why

he thought the villagers did not use a water file provided .a

-number of possible answers and left space for unantjicipated answers as

well Twenty-two observers -replied to our title sti onna.ire,? but some

provided.more. then one reason or, not using a water filter. The list of

answers a.nd the freqUency with which they were chosen are presented in the

followin
t

(39). In a village ,Wes haveahad the' personal °experience- -Nat 'the director'
o -the school-offered filtered 'iiater to us to drink, while hp him-
self drank unfiltered water.. ,

40) In theCfilter program and during the total water campaign the way
to Ilea I the, filter was not .sh6Wn or explained. at In March
1976 a, first .ten `minute program on the niaintenanc of a water
filter . was- broadcaSt. We assume that in the meantime 'filters
fell into` disuse because once 'clogged its °users might 'not Iliaire knewl
how to Clean it. *

.
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They do not have" the money t4to buy a filter.

Considering the number

the lilcober is too slow

water insufficient:

The stores are too faraway.

They Jib not need a filter because the -village has

running ?water, or a well or a trump..

, .

1. The villagers' Und.erstand the use of the 'filter hut

do not see the necessity of using it:

of household members p'
Pa e

Qethe 'quantity of filtered
is

The:use of the filter is too' coniplicated.

All the vip.agers are in 4good health.

* <

.,tii ..
If we are to believe the observers '. savers, then ail the vitl.lagerS

understand the principle of tip .w,r filter, because one of the obsezvi
IR

checked the possible ansWer: "They, do, not understand the uie of the
Common sense says that such a mcomgete understanding 3.s *impossible but

we have alsditther data indUating that, the principle of the water filtel

is understood in a litnited Nay by the regular TV for'tverybody spectators

We asked the observer 'to interview five regular listening group niembers I

in his village in order to measure their knowledge and uce. of certain

health practices, such as he water filter, boiling -water, latrines
the ,wearing of.boiOs and d°thOprotection of foo against flies. Asked

about the prinafle and use of the water filter," only of the res-e,
pondentS .prov4ided, a completely correct answer.

a not completely correct answer, and 2 gave a completely:incorrect
oThirty-six percent gave

answer (see Table 9) Therefore;

4,

the observers' 'answers must be inter-



preted with c it is interesting to note that, when

EtsAthiri''g that people .know Vial the filter' iS. to, be Used for, in 12 out' of

ages the vobseiver thinks that they do not see.s.the necessity to

use it. ,,discussion of the water ,problems in the 4-0 observer villagei;

'(Sections If. 6 and II. 7) showed that the objective neeqt for safer water
0 ,

is preserlt.

Table 9: The
ti

Understandinlr, of try Principles

Upderstandi4 of:

Incorrect Neither Cor-
Answero rect nor' In-

Correct
.5Answer

of. Five Health Practices

Correct
Answer

No, Total
riswex

1, 14) 0
. ,, 4 <,

Filter ., .. 25 (2
Boiling Water .'''', 5 4
Lat3x:ing -,":A gl 17
Wearing Boots *1).

, Prdteetinge,Foo&4'
'01Againit F,lieCi'

st:

-"...,

) 4 45 (30%)
%),s -47 (37%) 73 58%) 1 1%) "?126 (100%)*
%) 71 (56%)

). 101(8)
6

2 .( 23 (18%)

52 11-3.4) 4 126 (100%)

30 24%)' 4 3%) 126 (100%).
14,0_1%) (1%) an6 (100%)

101 (80%) 126 (100%)

,.., - i:
" ,..45.;) ;

Thli., it is not the object;i5ie need that
1-"*"."-'1,4

4,1, , -,, ii-!.. 0,,, ;,,,, ft '''.

'but the subjective perception of this need.

4%'' teachers and pe3s4titts,, and fro our partidi
iVi',-

. ,

work group w,e'lmoW that many peoplea, tho

*gt

. .determines the use of. a filter
. A

From our discussion with

tion the Watei Serkest,
pletely awa,rROf. the

, *

possible dange-rs 01' polluted, watext., continue their Rld. pritticew and
' 444'

refuse to adopt innovations. Justification for sach behaviorAlre many:

The water is clear to,.,the naked eye, so t_ here o danger.
.,Disc ges are paused by bad. things you eats.

4.4The filter is only for white people.'



Filtered water (or for that matter well water) does not taste

as.,gdod'.as Water' from the waterhole.'

These 'arguments are difficult to counter because theyare strongly
x °

anchored in 'the cultural frame of reference . They certainly cannot be

invalidated by some TV programs alone..,

-The other reasons mentioned why the villagers do not use a filter

. could be ;,ationalizattons as well, though it seems that they have a more f

objective foundation. Money is ,a major constraint for starting a

action, as we have seen with the issue of well construction. Another

more, objective reason is the low "productipnn of a filter,, It takes a

long time indeed to Rroduce with one filter a sufficient amount-of

drinking -water for the whole family. The purchase of mdre water'filters I

per family is limited by their high !price.*

Now we have seen how many water filters were sold, and yhy they

are not bought or used, we giant to_ blow haw' many people effectiirely, use

a water filter.

During the November-December, .1975 visits -tb 23 villages (41) we

,inquired among other things- about; the purchase of water filters: In

three villages(42) the observer or out-of-school animator reported that
.

;filters had been bought after the Water 1Pilter program, But he did not
. ,

know rex. sure , whether they were usethanq we dfd not get aophance to visit
. 4 -

thq, fathilies that had bought, a filter. For- the other 20 -villages we
I

'' -

(41) See Stephen Grant and sera Pierre: Op.cit..

(42) Agnibl_lekrou (4), Dinaoudi (23), Kouepleu, (12
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could not obtain data. This does not mean that only a limited number of

out-of-school listening groups took the decision to buy a filter. Many

unsolicited letters to the Out-of-School Education Department testify

that water filters were purchased, in many instances with the help of

the:animator. The precise nuthber'remains to be determined..
.

wring the ,third survey we ..4,,sked.the 126°.respOndents of the indi-
,

iridual:.tuestionnaire. Administered by the Observer whetherthey Used'.

the: filter.: We found that 21% said they used one (see Table 10). If

our sathpleyas 'representative then this means that ,21% of 14,280 speCta-

.

tors (the number of thote-Wto watched the filter' program),

use a water filter. We were unable to assess whether its

fable 10:, The Application of Five Health Practices

Use filter

Boil water

Use latrine

Wear boots

Protect food.
against 41ies 117 (93%)

YES NO

26 (21%) 100' (79%)'

55 (44%) 71 (56%)

71 (56%) 53 02%)

62 (49%) 60 (48%)

( 7%)

..No Answer

.

$ ,. .zt.

use was encouraged by the TV ttrograra arid the discussion thereafter.

. ,

We did n ind'..Aeorrelation-t a correct understanding .of

the principles of the water filter and its actual use In general, men
A

understoodthe principle better than women, but women used the filter

more than men. When controlling for 'literacy, we found that literates



4

use the filter somewhat more than Illiterates but the latter understOd

its.principlesomewhat better than the former. However, the numbers in

the cells of the crosstabs,which produce thtse findings are rather small,!

Which means that the dbserved differences are not very statistically

significant (Chi-Square 0.24, df 2., at the 5% l'evel). Therefore,. I

we have not tried"to provide gh expAriation for them.

Boiling Water

During the second Water Series on diseases one of the preventive

measures proposed was to boil water before 'nkingit. We asked our

sample of regular TV for. Everybody speotators-pether they knew the
),

.-reason why one should boil water before drinking it, and whether they

did it. At the same time 'we asked the observer, why he thought'the villa,

didonot follow this practice.

Ai can'be;seen from Table .9 among the five practices proposed,

boiling wat.r. was the second best understepd. Fifty-eight percent of

the respondents gave a orrect answer. Thirty-seven gave a not complete
4 .

correct'answer, and pay, fur peicent gave an incorrect answer. We

also found that the answers of men were somewhat more correct than those

of women. Men'talked more oftet-Oatout "microbes"

;were elirrinated by boiling water.' This h

or "bad beasts" which

true also for literate men-

versus illiterate men, and for literate versus illiter*e women

Though, in general, the principle of boiling watellis well under-
.

a . ,

stood its use is something else. Boiling water occupied the second

lowest position on the list of the number of respondents using a.certain
I

measure (see Table 10). Forty-fOur percent of them said they boiled'
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water, 56% said they did not. ',Among thcae '.-who boil water ,women do i.

more often than men - :whieh 1' na.tural" becadse .water Supply is the

task of.i.iomen and not of men = and: :Literates mtich -more than :illi-,

terates, both fOr men and A phirScplare: teat. ferlii0 jetile.t.urship

between knowing the principle of Water .boi.l:ng and practicing; proVed.

not to be significant at the 5% 'level ..(c11:1-.-SdUare 7 4.33, df a)

it is not 33.osib1e to *say that those Who understand,, the principle of

water boiling ;:practice it More than, thOse, who do 'not,.

Ignorance ablUt the principle' df w.ater'bOiling, is "not4the.'
,

reason why people dO not adopt, thiS prac-tibe ican "een.from the-
'rift

following list of reasons provided: ,b.y, the 'Obseiiiers...

Boiling .water beibre drinki-ng t iS t'ocv.6"
yF

and the method is t'pO'

They understand: tile principle but the

necessity of 4.0irib themselves.

3. They do not li;lte the `taste' of .boiled taa

They..ar-e goe.id" health; have, running .w

5. ; Acy: er:Ptand', why one sod "bga:

...:a.;ter impos Sine when wor ng

water ;is a waste of kitchen fire . wood, !e
Kai

ery g do eompla rwat9 id o
. :

th-47p.t .It indeed time; consuming and it can

44

; 4: ^ : ;, ,

alrcc.idy tired by the long i stamee they have

t01- arty by the heaNry wateqload :.th7y hali-e to _carry are

be

.44 ,

:



less enthusiastic to. add another chore to t

Even the material/financial constraint apP*

t' household -tasks.

that boiling water, is a drain on the fire s

requires alSo Much effort the women 't

An often recurring ,reason why a .cer

taste of "untreated". Water is

that of "treated" water.

.

rjati-ine .

11.1

.red; theit.

-one. obseives,:remarks
,.- ..,:?' .

.S.t661c,:'whibh,:-..i.0diCentallYi

',gathered.
4

raCtiee.;:is:,nottadopted is

agers than

The latrine, a practice TArhieb.' could improir

in the: vi.,11iige, was :!oily introduced in the
, - .

Water and in a -more or. less :haphi# The reasons for

. .ahealth situation
,

it of nthe second

.a latrine: preVention

i'p.vOidirig, flies" .and.' direct 'contact;'.

explained in a st-ort seqUence. of an.e

,

ation:throUgh pollUted
. . water,

uman excrements., were briefly

f' the'disease.-pr6rams. This was I

1

1

4elso;,.true for t way .t9F,IteorfstrUct tie latrine: the ma,teridls and. .tools

.need.edf, climen@ons its loc* . ..Nevertheless,, the last water
program Vrd..h recaPitula*,,allthe lebsons Of.the%PreVOUs.-prograMs,

.::4' . .

:.. '"."7-',:--?,. 4,
'.1.--it4-.:' : j :. c--::. - " .the nee. ty of. building a -lat,rine,"tp$ it for public:`oi -private use,.

nee"
, .

4,.3. . ..
-4,

i.was s-tres ed. once mord. On ne practice of Using a-latrine we had two
4,, ,. .

l'que-A,:ior,g',.3in the indi.vidUal au tionnaire. and one -"question for the

1,7e also made° observations during the at the end
of 3_975, During these visits.; encountered, .only aot.'ery. small number

..'brwmallages where some people had started the -eons:true-0:On of a latrine
. .; A ,

as an. imMediate .reStilt.:Of :having .s,een the re.levant programs
*.

goes not excludeft t latrines already' existed in.' these and _other. villages
1,



At leaft this could be inferred froM'thcanswtrs of:tho126 respondentS,

71 . (56%) of whom said they used'a latrine. Many;.Of Ahem-probably did

this already before the TV series.;

That-the construction of latrines is necessary is confirmed by the

finding of our first survey that in at least eight out of 40 villages

the people took care of their needs within an area of 50 meters around

the water source Cliances of contamination of the-water source through

soil perpetration and dirtct contact with the water are extremely large

in such a'situation.

We found a smaller number of people thanfor the filter who.gave

a cori4et'answer on theAuesti6n what was the use of the'latrine. Only

24% gave a correct answer, 56% were not completely correct, and 17% did

not know to what use wa the latrine. (see Table 9). When we compared

the use of a latrine end the understanding of. latrine should be

used we Pound a statistically almost significant correlation between

a good understanding of the principle and effective use (Chi-Square = 5.86.

df 2 at the 5% level). With respect to the understandingof the prin-

ciple of the prdctices, in general men provide more correct answers than

women, and literates more than illiterates. This does not hold for the

practices' use Filtering water boiling water and using a latrine is

more practiced by women than by We assume that this could be partly

are more concerned by waterexplained-by, theCircumstande.that

ani:IAlealth.related,questicin -because it is heirtask to prOvide water

and to care.for theheaith.ef.the faMilY. 91 gore oftenboott

than women and there is no,sex difference for the food protection ,praOticc2,

In general literate people follwr- the carious practices,. more than

illiterates.

7 6
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The financial constraint is. the.largest Obstaele to the constructio

of a latrine according to the,dbservere informatiOn. As 'can be seen:

at the. top Of the:followingaist, seven observers mentioned:the fact
. -

that villagers..donot have the money'to build or.maintain aA_atrine..

But there are other reasons as well:

They do not have the money Tor building or

'maintaining a latrine.

The bush is sufficient; there is enough space

for taking care of one's needs.

There are some ptblic latrines

They do not see the necessity of constructing

a latrine.

They feel embarrassed when using

They are waiting for the re-zoning of the village.

A second material reason is that the villagers forestall

truction until the village has been re-zoned. Re-zoning means that':

the village is divided into lots which are laid out along the straight

lines of etree and future electricity lines and water pipes. Every

family is assigned one lot onwhieh to build or rebUild the hotse. In

many bases allotmentmeans destrOying a-large:Part of ti*existing.
. p,

hotses wnicn do .not correspond to the borders of the new lots, gonse'-

quently,yillagers are forced to invest their money fitSt in new!hOtse

.construction, and they wait, ifor instance,to build a.latrine until theyZ
; . I

know the borders of their new lots.

Atother obstacle-to trine construction, is the:custbm by which the]

hudan needs are taken care of .in the btlh. ,Not,onlyfl,re peOplell7A used



to,.the little box with a hole in the ground but is often considered

unhygienic by them to gowhere someone else has gone just before and
. .

. ,Pwhere it smells. It needs;a lo.more,cOnvinding_thana:few TV Programs
, :

to have the :latrine .accepted as an effeCtiVe:-health practicer.
ft,.

Wearini-, Boots°
e.

t?. .Wearing,:boots got attention only in the programs on the Guinea

-Worm disease and BilharzioSis, two diseases caused by micro-organisms

or WOrm:l'arvae that penetrate the Ski4';while in the water. The most
e.

radical preventive measure is of course, avoiding water where theae

Organisms live,.;or.the cOmplete.eradiCation Of-the:agent. Less radical.,

but also. eff4etive is the .wearing of boOts.when,' fOr:example,'tetChing:

water atf the Waterhoie doing the laundry in a creek and working in.

the rice' fields.

As for the previOus praetices we asked the individual sample the

same tWoqUestiOns..on the prinCiae.and the actual. use of, boots,

asked the Observer& the question on the constraints to effectively using

boots.,

answered

Table 10).

.TV for Everybbdy spectatore use .boots while working in the water?.

With respect to-he. wearing of boots: 4 o of the respondents

said !` while 2% did: not give au answer (see

Is it realistic to assume that indeed almost 50% of the

doubt it. Cettainly,many!,field laborers wear some kind of fOotWear

but boOts are not used;very frequently, because-they, are hot and' are

more eXpenSive,than:the pla&titsandals most commOhly,worn by the Ivorian

peasant.:: It is trueforexaMple that the sopiliz; the ttate.eoMpany

j.

fot rice,eultivation and ProduetiOn; promotes the wearing of boots in
,,

0



.the:rice fields°, bUt,itseem.. improbable to .us that All the rice aborem

:wear them... Thereason for wearing boots is rather well understbod by 1

the large majority of the resp s. Eleven percent gave correct

4Pswers 80% provided answers th.QA were not completely correct but that

indicated sufficient knowlcdgel. and only "8 fo were ignorant, of why boots'"

could be useful (see Table 9). As usual we found that literates had

abetter understanding than illiterates, and men a .better.understanding I

than women. But we found no significant correlation between "actual use

and knowledge'(Chi-Sqliare 2.05, df t the 5% level)._

As for the reasons why villagers mh work in the water do not wear

'boots, the observers provided the following list of replies.

The 'villager do not ;h0d: the 'money to buy .a' -pair

:Of Moots:

There is no mater around; there are no rice field

They do not, understand vhy uS.e.bootS-in the water.

The UnderStand thZ'PrinciPle but d .nbt'seethe ,

necessity of wearing boots.

The. stores Where boots '.are sOld are, tbo far:away.

6. Wearing hoptsWhileWbrkingin theWaterisnotloractiCal:

The3/have:boots for walking. in the fields' but:not for

working in the water.

They do not watch the,TV progi-ams.

Again,.the lack of money or the high price of,the article are the

=most frequently Cited reasons. This g.oes not mean that people do not

Ve mOney.atall.'.Apparently.boots-are less. valued than Other



'thin ;s(43),

-?Incitingpcople to wear boots, in one or two TV programs will not
l '

a.

ltebicprodue big results. .r. -.-stematic f_nformational camnaigft

completed with a simil ar aavertisin;- 2amnaign as fore the water, filter
, 1

could.be more effective.'

s

on 'Of Foodainst.Flies

The.last health practice advocated in the Water Series, though

Protec

again:in a limited way,.vas the prozection of fdod dishes against flies.

Plies are very often trans =itters of diseases relativ:e to human .excie-,

ment and form an important link in' the chain of contamination; Coverin

food dishes'is certainly rot a new =ethod :because one sees it practiced::,

everywhere ;This conclusion is als6 confimedd by the answers of the

individual respondents to the question whet,her they cOvered their dishes

against flies. Ninety-three percent of them. ansliered "yet" , a' sere'' -7 %'.
_

Table .10). At ..tne.same.tLle we fOuncta.-high cOrrelation'
.

aeAualprattideand'the Itnowledge pne should follow

the Practice.Ofprotect:Lng'the foOd. (Chi-SqUae =:10..I8r.dfj 2

bet'. een t

'.at:the'55, level ) . ThiS is surprf.sitig.When we obseryeYth4t 801,

the respondent's gave,a.correet anser,to the question:whether they,eould.

d,

03) WecOnducteda'survey:Were:.and after tie PregraMserieson
Credii:&:Savings. at' the end of thel975-.-1.976_sehoOl:yearThe:

hopefu4;,,, Shed SeMe.light on the attWides andi
Tracticeiof the'.peasl;nts regarding.finande and i,udget;ing'.



explain he ierions why one' is' supposed to protect the food against;

Eigh een. percent provided a no so correct, answer, and only

remained ighoraht (see Table 9) . With respect:to the, actual practice

question, there were 'ho'differences between men' and women or'tetween

.literate and illiterat'es while men did better than wOmen on the knOw-

ledge questioh.

41

Though covering food dishes ,a wide4.tead practice, there remain

people who do not follow it. The observers gave the f011owing fits o

reasons why villagers do not`protect their dishes against'flies.

They understandhY2hUt theY:donot see:.the,.necese,4W

to Cover-their

.HThey. do not tndetstand why one, thould:Cciyer,.hia foOd:
.

3. If no flies will sit'down on the food, it is poisoned.

There are too ma

They dO'it-Someiz

They do not think that fliWare harmful.

*7. TheY do :not have the money to buy

,...",-/-and to buY:the SO4 to:wash

The most interesting reason is the. third one :But it must be a-Ver

powerful poison that kills flies 'instantly; and what happensrif there

are no flieat'all? The other ansWers do%notProiiide.much-information.,,,

but we note that even With thiOheaithMethokmOney can be. a.

1

t.,

Note on "Practi.ces"
,

In.order:to'completeYthe pictute,of the differences-between Men_and[

women, and:litcrateS- and illitetates.in.understanding d*ing certain

'11



practi.bes Oe' computed the score eacb.dof the 108 respondents,

who had "completed a.ns::ers on tre 12-..owled2;e questiotr.. tie tfouridttiat

co,,ppainu, kaen (all a,:fricultl.:.r.alists,) with .women housevrives)
. ,

. .

the foi-mar perfol..-Ined better (Chi"-SQ4ua;'-e 6.24 df 2.; 7 3' -1

at the 50 level). Litera3;eS did illiteratple(phi-Square,
,e

-di' 2, at the 55;,, level ) na younger. People' (20 to 30 years) did.

better than older p (31 to. (Chi-Squai4e f-f, 7.32 = 2;

at ''the '5,1, level

,.
2 r,



Introduction

The' data presented in the forego4nt pages .ale not contradictorsP'

they do not provide 4 pictulle.of a.C1'8a7x'.-clihnd definite success

of the Water 4eries'either: Itis::_jnoticlear';whether there4er6enough

.

attitudinal,..cegnitive and'behavioraI Changes obserVed to justify the,
.

1

,

resources scenton;the 25 programs. Beforejpresenti,ng:ouefinal, though
yiki4. av t ... .

--
:tentatiVe,conclusionS,ve must discuss first vhy the water, programs ...

"4.1

did snot :have more impact than` they. had, taking into account the llmtatOeen...

and the constraint in changing. attitudes,of the,TV programs themselves
,f

knowledge andjoehavior.

In, thekeedbaCk qUestionhaires-of the 1V-1975 school yealkone of

the questions asked to the out-of4school ,animator was whether s. listeni

,

group h -taken any decision concerning an action.related'to theontents

of the program watched. This question was drop d in subsequent feed-

baek forms because itstihnswer was almost always afrirmative. The ani-P'
. P

mators indicated less often what kind of action, haAbeen decided upon, ,

.and in most instances-the deoision taken was not more than follow _the

1essoAs ieen on television" irrespective of the actual contents of the
tiu ,

/5flprogram. s reveals .trio things. 1 First - .74nd this is less .important:

for:our, presexit discussion - the animators alwa s want to make a goof.

4mpreSSion on..theipeOple:in Abidjan. 'The second lesson is that it dOes
e

,

avyt'make'iuch seise to asIthe. qUestion on:decision taken'when the TV

prograin does)'1.ot, aim for any decision or action. In a rdescriltive
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+ A

analysis of the first year of theeOut-of-School TV operation(44)we
found that the large Majority of TV,progra= broadcast had only a

.4

..

sensiVization objective,. Out of a total, of 52 'programs only. 5 tried
-

.;

to transmit a certain knowledge, while 15 contained an element of inci-

.tement to action besides sensitization ancli knowledge traasgassion elemeni S

What we Observed for pe 1974:1975 school year dOes apply, though

to a lesser extent, also to the 1975- 1976: season.. A look at' the object.%

of the 25 water programs (see Appendix B) shows that 7 programS

A sensitization objective; 2 prOgrmsweremalhly meant for'knowledge.'. .

, transmissibn,':and .2 picie.am6 were. specifically.action Oriented; AU

14i,remaining progratils had a mixture of these categories of objectives

in which the sensitization clearly prevailed.

In generals the effect of sensitRation is an awareness or cons-
.

ciousness about a ccrtaiw-kssue or situation and it is difficult to

measure; altho
. ,

.that becaUse:of,seVeralodonStraints a proper:scientific

a control groub)'could not be carried out

survey methods are available. We have explained

survey (using'

In the third. survey of November. and December. 1975 (see

we made an attempt to, gather, some audience .reactions as we, did during

the site visits in the same NMentcli..) All'-in -all-;:'-inall'weThad to be tatis- - .
. . .

,,;,

... .
, .

fied with the. in-r of intermediary,perSons,(the obtervez.th..,
_ . ir.

. ..animator) ,of the spectatorsfeelingS, knowledge. ideas and 'actionL
. - ...

ony taYe and Frafts

ephen Grant and Seya PieTKe:



,,

Wha4inds of attitu6. knowludGe and behavior-vcre supposed to be

'changed as a.retult of wathing the TV for Everybody 'programs and of

partic105ting in the disc lesions afterwards? As we have described the

J ,.

objectivesj.nanded awarenss raioing aboUt the existence and seriousness
, .

of water oblems in the cc%Intry, kno-ededge transmission .on the principle.

pfothewate. cycle and disease transrnission, and instruction on how to
k.

have a well constructed, he:; to build a latrine, how to purchase and

use a water filter, and other Practical measures. Could we say that

s

the~objectives mereNattained? ,Even if they,were achieved, what is their
e .

relevance for' the the,largest'Sense).Of the rural popula-

tion of Ivory Coast?

0

Despite the generalit-,..-. and the vagueness pf the objectives of almost

all the
. .. -

.

water P;ograms,. we Ca'n
t,

state tliat...to a large:-extent the awaren

or sensitiiationobjective was attained:during andafter the two Water

Series'inomeef the .data suPPOrting this concIusiOri were pr)esented'in

the previbus.sections,. We:now .that .the interest ofAhe audience for

;`'the- Water. programs 'was hid-_ in comparison-with all the e-prOgrams of the

1974-1975 season. We have the personal. experience in villagqs that

. little children repeated the' slogans used in two educational spots

broadcast regularly during the first Water Series(46) In sour discussion,

with-out-of-seVol animaters and listening groups min 9- of them explained

SeealsO:.Research.Unit, Out:of-SchOol Department: JJ'Exprimentati-
de Quatre-ylashesEd=atives" Ab±djan,_May.1975,

Ai:



how much they were interested in` the program's and showed, for example

by making a: tour of all the 'yaterhPles of 'the village, their concern

for the lack of gafe water,' AnOther proof -of the awareness of and eppee rt
. u . ft ' , I.for water problems in the cOntry is given by.the ;large number of letter.,

./.'r\ \
which arrive at the Out-of- oo Denartment. A sample of 16 letters

tt,

.

(see Appendix I) 'from the unsolicited mail in the period Oetober-November

1975 shows that the: various..listening kroups and villages had itakeh 13 I\
't "

v

decisions (or' expressed intentions) 'ecincerning an action and. (had started
'11' aetions . And as 'a last c3:ata, source we 'have the distribUtion of

ansvrers Of the' sample of pational Public Optinion Institute which 1;
P e

indicate that, ofothoSe uft?an and risco?. .I ogle .who `watch,TV for Everybody
.4

65% and 62% respectively expresseditha- piritention to. construct a well .1

I

t41)or to keep the holiSe and. khe &impound clean` "1 as the lesson they.
. it. 4

learned. from matching the television,
a 9and as we may assume the Apare4ss of

Ingot the °interest of the audience,

-water problemS,4s a continuous 1

phenomer4on is, sht;trn byt-the listening figures (see Appendix t"): All

this leads us to the conclusion that interest for the water progrards
1t) ,e.s .

was widesnrcrad arid thfb.t awareness of water problems -was aroused. Bu.t49
widespread.

)

does this mear.,2-that the prograias had a- real impadt? We are inclined

to ,speak of a potential imInterest and awareness are certainly. I
., . .

a precondition for future action:S*1, People who are not interested in or
, ,

. -

consciousconscious of a certain'S;ssue. %r 11 never become acti .0i,tryin.g to do

sOmething about it But interest .;alone is.: not sufficient tor:make the st
e

Art

a. (47) We are somewhat suspicious these high.figures, because 5% 'of -the_ 1
urban respondents, and 11 of the rural respondents say they lea.rial
about mechanizatfon of .agriculture from.IN for Everybody, a subjeci
never specifically dealt..with by the out-of-sehOol television.



N.

i%towards action. Thcreis a setl,of other treConditiOns, and reqiiirements

which must be Present and f4lfilled befoA .a ,tnal2a0ti3On canbe Under:7

taken.t One of these is that once awareness isareUsedit,.should be.sus-

tained. This can only be done thro

.

means. of comMun. ication: radio

The, beSt pOssible situationsiS .tn

Sustained, -,that is,. whera,Pd6Ple wiost

motivated to lob 'a

ore inforiiiatign- by: using various

re:s, eXtension agentsetd.'

ere the ipforrmation

s been,. aroused are"

1 !4Indrease their

consciousness about. the 4 r

.:.ri their 'skills" for the'act 1,
44.;.. ution:itsel

.4 .

. :.

that in-the Ivory coast. s4..- l'e-sustaine,aw en

, 41')'-and that little is done to 1

he intere fo'r

solutibns, as creates' b 14-11r.

. .
Since the ,4..st° water ptOzOm: tYx 4.05-s2bihas

ShoWn one.half -14our 'program on'i-the9:iater' issue whidi -,zwas included
.

' HABITAT teritOtp44itilxorii- n

tlew The 17adio an press!.,,do glevote,

any

for

- :

parLiculaz, tentio o sue a ,safe er septa.

sta
;I vat

2
tionsNsee Part' I).-

ne could sc at, there. is:,n9,:na.tlibnal

th exception tr the 'ONP13 prograti"fer-hy'gierie: educa-Li

have ,.' ..:seen; -this irogram A only in its

, -first stages '-Aand the 'train:14g pf the 19:cal anitli its
' 1

4F u

OrWELL ,be
-1

o it
resporisible for :the. education,.. of the,e0:theuk villagers -t std

1

(48,) Seqalso: ONPR: "Rapport d` Evaluation 1
-Sociale pour l'E ilbi de 1'ZE6 Potable

eniqy 1.1e

Al7eh ip7 6 .

Q



this education program bui'id.S."

izr...th6 sanitary. assistants .thp'.1...o.ye#fbY -the 14itniStry of Population arid,

e active participati 11

Health.- The lateSt -figUreS Sous-
.

Prdfe ctures (100) there is -'a -sanitary e.ssigtaht..... It as.- virtually, impori 't
,..

far theM to maintain ,a-PerManent flovf of health -inVirination 'to the Most
'3 tt4 ° .: . . , i . ':t.

.ti4.0-te Villag-ethe.:SaMelS::t-the;f,foi increAuent itiii,prant'vadcination '4,',
, ..

ti.: , .. ...:.
tea Ms. . DiSPenSaries and:,hospite.I4!.v. a`lie soi014.y.eceuPied;bitbeir task, F

t.-

554

of, 'di67.-.)ei-i'sind ^edical ,treatment that. pievpritive health care :.is virt»al ly
w ft "

;6X-eluded.
.

The Self-;sustenance "of, 'the ar©uts'ec ravr'ar tiess. Sri lc be. possIble,af

illforrnatidnal. infrastructure were alte..11-611.1 :th exice,

:,coUld'cbLai.n -'ore '.(and: more Petmanea)
Ja

4nformatl'on concerning- tbiie
.

I

fs

of olic.1 it bad been 'made .0:Ware The,
;

, ,

..strueturp cccri certainly not fulfill this
, g

P.: .4kh lr
, - ,. , . ,

.. channel recucryta 'frore4the al l 'el to Oleg Icki* of,, t adrairp_st
. . ./ i 4...0 0

,,,,...1..

., ,

"and. par-,t.,-,,, hicrarchy, and. to chazinel back the orders rt.= e top.. 'Unt?..I. ,:
4

le dlitiil and adairS t

tUsi:.*The3 are sUpposed .

now, `except for some individual

traticn. nor party haye been

paigns of the Out-of-..School :Televiyoa

istries or agencies,' neither admims
1.,V .

invOlved in ensata.zata ,-.pn earn
:1.

d the .samg holds` true for oth

objectiv--es such, as knowledge tr sinission aaticoit

As for th,e knoWledge transmissiO -wn obiectiare e mlast el)

for some of the TV programs it was achieved.. Bitt arc siould..distin.

between the-immediate effect, the increase in learning, dthe lOnger
term effect. We da not dispose of many datta which indicate that learning

6h.



(AitOok.; . Er result: of havin and havi ng- discussed the

TV for Everyliftidy .programs on 'a e, however, some small
-

studiec. which:tried to .measure whether learning took place and how much.',41., -,

The firstf studies undertaken. in. April and May 1975 by the, Ou-b-of-

;,School. Research Unit and the Evaluation Service tested the comprehension

and the knoWledge after the showing. pf".:two educational spots, on unhealthy
, . .

.water arid yater. filtering
(49)

. It was shown that some learning .took
. . .

place, ,thoUgh e:sta.ctly how much could not be determined by lack of pre-
test indicators. The. sameconclUsion applies to the study on the

learning impact of-the- GuinetliorM Program(50). Kanyrespondents Under-

.atoOd 6.nUiliber of elements the program (not all); and supposedly
.

acquired new knowledge, .but it was' also found .that a very limited number

of respOndentt could explain the complete. disease cycle.. This. finding

.was explained by the fact that only 30 seconds of the Program..had been
, .

devoted to such an explanation. In the third place, me have the data

- reported in Pert IV on the' correctness of answers to questions abou

,,the principles of five health practices: water filtering, water boi ing;

latrine utilization, wearing boots and food protection. Lumping the

scores bf the answers to the different questions ogether we found that

33% of thee respondents obtained a HIGir score 5 a MEDIUA score, and

only .8%. a LW. score. Though no absolute value should be attributed to

Res22,tch Unit, Out-of-School Department: Op.cit..
- .

^Josiane Jouet' Rapport. d r..nouete sur la Compr6hension de l'
et,.-de 1LAffiche tux le,Ver de Guineep: , Abidjan: Out-of-School

'Dep9x10,&it , 1976. P -



1,
these figures We can be confidant that as a result bf TV f6r:Every1ody

*,/watching some learning took place As,:.a.Wareness is a-tonditiOn for

future action, so is knowlpdi
00.41r.

Buti'V:hat good does it do to have this

knowledge without being a* to us,- it To what extent can what is
. 1

learned. beiappLied? Most of the kmoledge transmitted in :the Mater.
1-.

.

. . ISeries was basic knowledge on the principlea ofthe water cycle, the
,. .

.

, existence of microbes, and on water as a source 'of contamination: .Some.
,

more practical knowledge was ,communicated in the programs on 'the water

filter, the latrine etc.. Ithmediate skills braining did not take place.'

Axe a small number of TV programs sufficient to have a large part, [

of them audience 'acquire .basic knowledge that will be retained for a long

period of time We doubt it It seems to us that the learning of basic

as well as more practical knowledge Should be reinforced'continuously

by repeating, what Was learned beibre-andby expanding the bOdy of know -.

ledge on the basis qvhatycas:aireakknown. In view of the programs

Scheduled for the third out-of-sOhool season (1976-1977) vebelieve that.

TV for Everybody can only contribute to this reinforcement in a limited I

way., In the absence of any ether adult education schemes(51) it is ;16-6

'AFvery .likely that the asic klitled4e4 abow. Water:related issues will
27er'the years, Aor cOnst'raint to the utefillness,

of thdctical knOwledge lid in the )_ack of "toels" with -which to
11;

(51) The out-Oschool television is meant for the rural masses. The
extension services of the varioUs ministries and agencies are suppos
(theoretically).'to reinforce the TV for\Evcrybody.tnessages within I
their comp'etence. These extension services do not reach the popul -

tion'4t large. See, the detailed ,study of "Field. Animation" ,byl
Annie spenvenielte (forthcoming).



amply it. Tool's are de,fifted as all those material-and organizational
inputs with which practical knowleca.e cand:result in a purposeful output
The lack of these inputs was d,Aionstrated by th=i;dlastaeles encoun-.

tiered in the follow-up of several of the health measures advocated in
.the Water Programs es-becially in well constructidh and water filtering.

(3Here' the lack of financial resources and the absence of active a

trative cooperation appeared to be ones of themajor constraints in applyi,
c''_ the knowlecig obtdined by watching the Ty programs.

4 Action

The critical notes we made concerningaWareness
and-learning'appIY,

probably -with even more signiffeeance, to the last category of
6ctives: incitement to action, and to its result -actiOn. itself.-

We IsaW:that the TV for Everybody Watchers were invited, to various actions
construction. of a well, purchase of water filter, construction of a...

-

latrine and organizing of a hygienic committee in the village. First
we must ask the question:,Is it possible even if all necessary conditiong
are fulfilled, to incite the audignbe to so many actions in such a short
period -4"-time (13 months fro* 'Why '6....Well?-to.Water

Hygiene)? Out data
deMOnstrate that, :"indeed it Was:bosSibleAo make audience aware 8f-'
Certain prcblets related, to water, ande.cdording

to the unsoliciteq*mail.'
a

we mentioned before, there were
many.'intentions_to start an action. ThuS

it seems that -incitement to actiOn'h .sOmareSult:* But.i:s it useful
to invite the audieriCery-tWO

or three weeks to consia& another

,

action? Is it ,reasoriable to expect them to take a decision concerning
one action and, to take affOth decision a month later, 'without having,
been in theposition to start carrying out the first decisio



811

true that all 'actions -advocate were.geared.t0 a. better water VIDPIY:

but esPecially -Communal -actions aredifficultto.Start:becauset

The actions need preparation,' and their execution, once a decision

has been .taken; requires tiMe and resources.

It takes time, for example in the case Of the construction of a ,

public well to convince the total village community or at'least

the village leaderS,Of the.necesity.and usefulness of tueh.an
lw.

,
.

action. Time is needed to..-compose a village delegation to be. sen,

ti.to thea.dm4iittratiVe and political-authorities fOr assistande.

It takes time'before techni"1 aid can arrive. It might take two 1'r

to three years before the reque"st of a village for a weir-cons-

truction project is honored by the actual drilling Operation.

ResOurces must be available and-must be found: Financial:contri;-

butions'bY all villagers are ,difficult to tolleCt :even .when Money
i

1
is available. .But in many.iiistances the villagers do not have re y

cash' (unless:'it is immediately after thellarVept).. A credit system

is only gradually developing in Ivory Coast, and up until now
a

institutions have not been involved in any major way. in

the Prearation.of the various TV series.

In theory administrative support is always available, but it

arrives tha-6 the administrative bureaucracy works against .village

projects instead of encouraging-them. .-(Except for the many.cas

in which village projects are started under the immediate press

urel'- and'ith the immediate financial barticipation.- of village,sons
8

who reside in the capital and have contacts with crucial persons I

in th'e political and administrative:struc



.:Considering.these reasons woultse.tO.recornmend that the. OA-

of-SchoollDepatment.liMite n..1rZberof communal actions, adVocated.and

It win make more sense, and it be
,

prop4ed,in. its YIT:progra:..-.t,.

more effective when only cre cr two major "action campaigns -.are held"

during the school year. i c enhance

will be necessary to acquire the active cooperation and involvement of

ministries and specialized agencies concerned. We formulated this're-

the success ofssuch .campaigns,Ait

eomMendation aiready.atan earlier

of-School nepartment, and 'it Seems

preparations to the prog am-ring

stage in discuSsionis with the Out-
,

as if it has.-been followed in the

the new 1976-1977 season.

Our remarks about the usefulness of the results of the.TVIbr

Everybody programs have remained within the existing socio-economic -s

4

and political framework of the country.. We have indicated
c+,

extent;

to a certain

ways in which the effectiveness and usefulness of the program

could be improved. However, one -major constraint for.,asUCcessful adult

education. project remains, the socio-economic:-and political. structure'

itself; We have touched:on this in our comments on the financial and

organizational ObstacleS to:the impact'of the Water 'Series. It isArue

that, for example, the existlng credit facilities,c4. be improved, and

that th'e res::onsiveneSsof.tbc; administratiOn in general and the'extensiorr

agencies in particular can be enhanced. But a whole new element would

be introduced if in the TV programs, as a-precondition 'for sUccess-r$1

impaot, the need for local,OrEanization and 16cal'Ailization

be explored. Here it is not the place to present this broposal ri

0-

Butit seems*:eb us that a heightened awareness among,the.vIia e

pulation of the intrinsic power it has to improve their well-:belfig
J.



-.86-

coufaedjiith an effective loCallY controlled organization coUld-result,

in a larger audience, a larger interest among the audience, and a larg

impact in terms of successful. 'organization and action. To a certain
rr

degree thishasbeen rea'ized the Out -of- School Department. In tIsi

1975-1976 season it 141:Inched the propositiorof Creating so-called

TELE-',CLUBwhich coUld, become the nucleus in theyillage around which

deyellopmentactiOns promoted:by:TV for Everybody could take place. In E

its embryoni6 form this; could be the,start. of a larger social movement
.

, t.
,

in which the televidion could playa. cater'





APPENDIX A

ACRONYMS AND NON - ENGLISH TERMS USED. "IN THE TEtr

- ..

National' Committee, for Nutrition and 'Development__

Ditectorate or Territorial Orgarazation and R giona
Action' ,

- - - .

Division (of the ilinistry Edueation) for the
Organizatitrp and the. Management 'of Education

.

Regional- Funds rip/. Rural DevaoPment
vt

Natibnal Institute .for-Publi:ellea.lth

Primary Inspectrate

tational Office of Rural Ptomotion

,
Commercial Action Program.

IvOry Coast Water .Distribution Company. -
'

Ivory Coa,st .Company for the .Development of Rice
Production: ° )

Sous -Prsefet The G,overnmentOfficer, the head of the Sous.:-
Prefectdre-''

.

Sous-prVect'ire
. . ,

..

Ttke country-is% adMini-strativel6y. divided, 3.h :.2)-1- Depart-:. ,
ment,.'each DepartmentliS .sub - divided in SOus-Prefequrc

.,

°



".

.THE 25 WATER PROGRAMS. AND THEIR OBJECTIVES
-

-

.(Source:, Support documents for the out-of-school' animators,.as produced by the
AnimatiOnv Sc.dtion Of.the Out-of79pool Education Department'

APPENDIX B

Title

WaY A WELL

4..

'FIRST SERIES s.

- .

s

4.WATER, souRq OF LIFE glow in a
/
ral way tbe importance of water

and its prob eths in the-country.

.

DROUGHT IN THE NORTH
.

Present the North in a, general way, rel ed to
water and agriculture.
Shol:, the problems caused by the lack of valer,
and the various ways of water supply in this
region.

SEA, LAGOONS AND RIVERS Show the aspects 0D-water in the coastal region
and the activities linked to it.
Show the various ways of water supply for this --/

-

'region.
(

THE WATER SITUATION
,

/.

IN TOWNS . % Present the utility aspect of water in the towns.
Show the various modes of supply and their
problems.

Objectives .,

(--
Convince the ;peasants of the danger of drinkihg
waterhole water. .

.

Convince that .of the necessity of constructing
a well in the village.

.THE ARID COCOA BET.m.

WATtRIN THE MOUNTAINS

WE WATER CYCLE
1,

Show various aspects of water andagriculture
in the Central East Region.

-

Show the difficulties with the water su ipply, and
the expectations of the pants for a S1511Ation.

.

Present different aspects of war in the
mountain area. .4 ON.'
Show the ways_of supply aid their problems.

'Explain the water cycle.
jraVe the audience understand that watev can be.
pureor pollgted accordin to the iolace Where .

it is found.



SPECTATOR RF,ACTIONS
TO :THE -PRECEDING; PROQRANS

DANGEROUS WATER

4r-

r

FILTERED WATER

DANGEROUWAkER ,.-

:(repeat)

WATER RESERVOIRS

III, pF
YATER SOURCES

THE.WELL

SEC07.72. SERIES

DANGEROUS-WATER

Objectives .

Reply;to qUestions.....and remarks co cerning thp
.-pTevious..prOgraMS.
Give overview of the,audience-reactions to the

, .

jdoirevious'program::..
. .4+

- -

Convi ce audience that' ..w contains i visible
ma bes' which can be revealed with a microscope'
Explain that some microbes cause dibeasep.
Have the'audience Uriderstand the. role played 14
water in transmitting'diseases.

'Show that the filter is the only! real solution
for having healthy drinking water..
Explain the principle of the filter-,
Show that,/everything taken into ac unit,

filtering water will cost less th treating
diseases caused by pollut d water.

'See aloo've.

7
Incite to cqnstructingand improving the Cisterns
in the regions where 'ii is difficult to drila.

.

A a well.- 4 ,i _

1

Incite the peasants of those regiorlp where at
present it is'impossible"to have a well or cis=1
tern, to, clean and'improve 'the'r matti sources.,'
in order to partially avoid ntamination:

Have the public understand that, mhere At 40'
.

thp well is the best solution for the
meter problems. ,

.--Have-them understand that the digging of a well
must be done scientifically kin prder to avoid
the traditional wells whiCh dry up too often-

A

See above.

Showthat
which can
Explain't
ertai4

16.:.

-water eo ntains invis.ible:microbe6
be seen,ith a microscope.
--tpls,played by,waterin'transmittin-
seasessuch.as Dysentery. t .



Title

mint; WORM

Objectives

HOOK' WORM

BILHARZIOftS
(repeat)

RIVER BlINDNESS.

Inform the pdblic about the mode of transmission
and the measure's which have to be taken.
Show that, the Guinea Worm is asacial plague.

-Sensitize the population about the disease,
its modeof transmission and the measures to
be taken for avoiding it.

Same as l'Ankylostomiase.

.:Sho what causes malaria which is a Wideiy.sprea
mii.seae in the country:
ShovrrAreventive measures.

WATER HYGIENE

See above:,

Show that river blindness.is a:social pla
Show the socio- economic repercussions.
Inform abodi itS4,mode of transmission. a
ventive..measdreS?

WATER HYGthIE
(repeat)

Show the. important measures :66 take for avoiding
the diseases due to/water (in-relationship to
the previous programs)'.

See above.
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APPENDIX

144BER. LIST OF THE WORK. GROWF' FOR .THE. FIRST WATER SERIES OCTOBER

Dire9toratc jf Territorial Organiz:dtti
'
n and Regional. Abtion:,(DATAR).

' Efraluaton Service ol*.'bhe ETV Project
- i:: 4;

4 * 3, ' ..nistry lif Agriculture /..
- /

: ,
4. Ministry of Animal Production i

... .

5. Ministry of Social Affairs.

6, Minist-ry of Youth, Popular Education. and p.ports

4

.

.

iTatiOna.1 Committee for Nutrition .anck.Development CilAD
. ,

e.tional Institute tor-Public Health (INSP)

National Office of Rural Promotion (ONPR)

ti .1-7-out-.ofSchool Education Department of the ETV Priij,,ect
' /
Regional Funds for Rural Developm... (FRAR)

d()
n- *

.A
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APPENDIX E,.

LIST OF:VILLAGE SCHOOLS' n.
PER Itil-IARy:IZNSPE',6TOIiTE I4JCLUDED IN THE

-"OBSERVERS NETWORK

'.AgnibilAkrou..

Duff6rebo .

Aby

kgboville a
Arragui6 :

Agbolille
Gress-Kro7oW
Anno

I.P. Bondou'kou

/i-t,Quest... 2nd quest.. ,3rd, Quest. 74-75 75-76.Returned Returned.:. ...Returned: NIsit Visit

I.P. Dabou
Orgaff.

Katadji
Beedi

B6ou2f
Assakro
Pli-Akakro

I.P. BOnttouoU.
Ande

L1) Daoukro
alplle-Koumanou

WBahiakro-.
: Dorthera,

Dadiftro
Konandikro

X



I
LIST OF VILLAGE _SCHOQLS PER PRIM/EY INSPECTORATE INCLUDED IN THE

OBSERVERS NETORK (Continued)

I . P. Sb.kassou

tT01).11:10,1(li-SakassoU

Seguela
Sifie

AP. Ti4bissou
As se -Mbo

Taki -Saldkro
Molonouble

Touba
Founsbes S Q

I . Tournoudi

Kokumbo T'Xf

I,. P. Ya:mouss oulavo

Angosso,

,
1st Quest. ?n4 Quist..

,

.3rdAdest. 74-75 75-76,
, Returned *_.,.)Retilned . Returned .Visit Visit

..

.

X

X

X

I . P,. Zu4noula

Maminig: r,

Banoufla.;

Zorofla
Zirifla.

..P. Dal

agor &ta

Kibotio
%

Danar).6.

Koue feu

I.P.
: Di6hib

I. P:-1S: :gno.6.
13.1.yOta.

.P:' Man

.
I . P. Oume
Sakahouo--

X

X-.

w.

5- X

X -X X.



e'

MST OF VILLAGE SCHOOLS PER PRIMARY INSPECTORATE 'INCLUDED IN THE

OBSERVERS NETWORK (Continued)'

, I.P. Korhogo
Napi6 .1.

Odienn4
Ma.,ssadougou

Total
,.

13eturned Returned

37 /93%) :21.:(5:310);

1st Quest. , 2nd Quest. rd Qgest. 74-75 15-76
Retu/ned Visit Visit

X '

2L (60%) .9, (23%) 23 (5C.

s

gyp. p
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AUDIENCE FIGURES OF ,Tli r WATER PROGRAMS

4'

APPENDIX F

41

DATE- PROGRAM TITLE

..

NUMBER.
OF.

OPENED
SCHOOLS

1 -

AVERAGE
NUMBER

OF
VISITORS

PEfi

SCHOOL.

I

TOTAL
NUMBER

.

INTEI3EST

OF 1 -

VISITORS
i. ,

HIGH
I

%

..

MEDIUM LOW

% -

11720-74

14.- 9-75.

;.,ttlY A WELL?

FIRST SERIES 4.- .

!..7ATER SOURCE OF LIFE

''449

318

247

282

' 2/15

265

212

2011-

127

/39

255

96

65
..
145

143 1

85.

61

56

,:58

4',461 ,.

67

i3
65

63 ,

72

70 .

.69

66'

64'

66

.30,532
j.::..:_.....-

)
15,582

11,115

12,972.

..-

12,005

14 , 310
) 0

10,600

10,608

6,35o

8,062

14,280

5,28'0

3,)445

4.),

7,395
...
7,5,19

83.

.68
r

59

59

44

58

56

73'N

56

',80.

78./

91

56

.

59

65

.

14

.

29...,

35.,

3/4-.

43.

-36'

,39s 0
.

.-23

27.

18

?0

9

44

,33.

31.

.

. 4
.%.

6

7-

13.

5

.
.

17 .

2

2

10

.

ti,-.11-7

4-16-75..

4-18-35

4-23 -775

11:-. 30 =-75

5--.2-75
X

5- 7=75.

. 5,111-75

5-2;4-75'

5-23-75-
_

5-28-75

6- 21-75

.6.1-75

. .

DROUGHT IN. TEE NORTH
, . .

SEA., LAGOONS P.3..TD RIVERS

,. ..
THE . WATER SITUATION .N
TOWNS 7\

THE ARID COCOA BELT

7..,'ATER. IN T}' 1,101.1NT.::..±NS

7.-E WATER CYCLE

SPECTATOR REAcTI C.: I TO THE
7,ECEDING ..P.7.(..-'2.Y.S

.-:..f..2,IGERous 1.:;:42ER '

FILTERED WATER

DANG'EROUS WATER Repeat... .

1,TATER RESERVOIRS

lEmPRO1/12,1ENT,. OF WATER"
SOURCES

.

THE WELL
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I

AUDIENCE-FIGURES OF 'NE '25, WATER PROGRAMS (Continued)

DATE
- . 4

PROGRAM TITLE

,

.

NUMBER
OF

OPENED
SCHOOLS

AVERAGE
NUMBER

OF_
VISITORS

PER
SCHOOL

TOTAL
NUMBER' .

INTEREST

OF
VISITORS ,_HIGH

%

MEDIUM,

%

_LOW

%

10-22-75

10-24-75-

11- 5-75

11 - 7-75

11-12-75

11 -19 -75
... 1

la 22. 5

11 -26 -75

127 3-75

12-10-75

'

,

- 4.

SECOND SERIES

548

548

566

503

378

494

23.t . '
.-N.:.

)405

270

56

57

51

49 f

56 d

- 51

51'

55

53

.

\-D

30,688

A ,236

28,866

24,647

21;168

25,194
-.4`,

11,9310

22 275' .

14,310

.

61

70

50

47

52

55

51

60

55

.

.

30

25

30

38 .

35

32- N,c

32

,28

35 4
it

9

5

20

15

13

.13

'16

12

10

DALAROUS WATER (Repeat )

DYSENTERY ,

GUINEA WORM

HOOK WORM

, .
BILHARZIOSIS

'MALARIA
..!

BILHARZIOSIS '( Repeat )

RIVER BLIND:ES S '' .

wATER HYGIEli-E

,
at )cGIEITE (Repeat)''../ATER M 'o

104



NUMBER
OF SPECTATORS

It

3500.0 -

30000

2s 000

20000

10400

5:100

10 CI

151.5E171ES.

APPENDI1C. 6

c

r .

7%

.4` SERIES

THE. NUMB-ER AND' THE 'MOVING AVERAGE NUMBER.. OF SPECTATORS'.
FOR THE 25 WATER PROGRAMS (5:: Xr+ .Xt 1. X s



THE EVOLUTION OF THE RATE
OF HIGH INTERE4T PER PROGRAM
DURING THE FIRST AND.THE Sk:FOND
WATER SERIES

RATE
OF HIGH
INTEREST'

\

APPENDDCH



A

.FROM THE LETTERS, OF 16 VILLAGES TO THE.OUT-OF-SCHOOL

EDUCATIONVFPUTgENT._OCTOBER-DECEKEER 1975
"4( .

. ,

13 Dedisions taken, Intentions.and Wisiles-expressed:.

Decisions to setip gieni,c_COmmttee to contrO1 eleanlines-6 of
the:village.

Deca.sionS to buy Vater.filt (eommunall,y).,i
JAe -

2 Decisions to construct:cumMUnal.latrinet;4
. .

1 Wish that ,.a health team of the "Great Diseases" (LeS.Grandes EndOlies`-
)

comes-to the village for explanation and implementation of preventive
measures against Bilharziosis.

1 Intention to buY mosquito netting.

1 Intention to buy insect repellent.

1 Request help for wal construetion.

1 Village is going to construct a wall ardiand the public weir.--

1 Decision to construct and/or improve showers.

1 Decision to impruve the spring (waterhole).

11 Actions:,,

7 Organizations of Hygienic Committer:

Creaton of Cleaning CommitteefOr the area around the publicAwelL

1 Construction'of 15 latrines.

I Construction of water tower.

1 Creation of a TELE-CLUB.

/09


